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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings having been 
authorised by the Committee to present the Report on their behalf. 
present this 23rd Report on State Trading Corporation of India Ltd. 
-Import of Newsprint. 

2. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of State Trading 
Corporation of India Ltd. on 6th and 16th November and 4th December, 
1992,. 31st March and 16th and 17th April. 1993 and also of Shri B.K. 
Shroff, the former Finance Dire.ctor of STC, and the representatives of 
Ministry of Finance (Deptt. of Revenue) and the Ministry of Commerce on 
19th 'April. 1993. 

3. The Committee considered and adopted the Report at their sitting 
held on 29 April, 1993. 

4. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the Ministry of 
Commerce, Ministry of Finance (Dcptt. of Revenue). State Trading 
Corporation of India Ltd. and Shri B.K. Shroff. tho former Finance 
Director of STC for placing before them the material and information they 
wanted in connection with examination of the subject. They also wish to 
tbank in particular the representatives of the Ministry of Commerce, 
Ministry of Finance (Deptt. of Revenue). State Trading Corporation of 
India Ltd. and Shri B.K. Shroff. the former Finance Director of STC who 
appeared for evidence and assisted the Committee by placing their 
considered views before the Committee. 

5. They would also like to place on record their appreciation for the 
valuable assistance rendered to them by the officials of the Lok Sabha 
Secretariat attached to the Committee. 

NEWDELHJ; 
April 29, 1993 

VQ;SQkho 9, 1915 (Saka) 

A.R. ANTULAY. 
Chairman, 

Committee pn Public Undertakings 

(vii) , 



PART A 

BACKGROUND ANALYSIS 

I. UDiversal Case 

1.1 In February, 1991 State Trading Corporation floated a Global 
Tender for Import of Standard and Glazed Newsprint by 15 March, 1991 
with validity upto 22nd March, 1991 later extended upto 1st April, 1991. 
The Tender was for 9000 MTs of Glazed Newsprint. The offers were 
tabulated and the Newsprint Purchase Committee (NPC) in its meeting of 
30.3.1991 decided to place an order of 5000 MT glazed newsprint with 
Repap Sales Corporation, Canada manufactured by Miramichi Pulp and 
Paper Company, Canada. The offer of Mis. Repap Sales Corporation was 
the lowest at US $ 700 PMT FAS New Castle Port, New Bum Swick or 
US $ 810 PMT CNF main Indian Port. Repap Sales Corporation later 
informed STC that Mis. Universal Paper Export Company Limited had 
full authority on its behalf to finalise the contract with STC. A contract 
was signed by STC with Universal Paper Export Company. 

1.2 Again on 25.4.1991 STC issued a tcnder for Standard & Glazed 
Newsprint. The offers received ·were placcd before the NPC in its meeting 
held on 13.5.1991. The NPC decided to place another order of 5000 MTs 
of Glazed Ncwsprint with Mis Universal Paper Export Company, Canada 
at US $ 715 PMT FAS. Another. contract was signed between STC and 
Mis. Universal on 15.5.1991 in the form of an addendum to the original 
contract dated 30.3.1991 with a Special condition that the contract would 
be effective only after the quantity of 5000 MTs glazed newsprint already 
ordered with Mis. Universal is received by STC and subject to its 
acceptance by the user industry. Shipment of additional quantity of 5000 
MTs vide addendum of 15.5.1991 would be permissible only on the 
fulfilment of above noted special condition. 

1.3 In the instant case, Miramichi Pulp & Paper Inc., Canada had 
. tendered through Mis. Universal Exports at substantially a lower price by 
US $ 70 PMT and in the subsequent tenders too, Miramichi through 
Uttiversal Exports came cheaper by US $ 55 PMT as compared to Finnpap, 
the second lowest tenderer . 

. ~ ... ' 

1.4, During oral evidence of the representatives of STC, the Committee 
desired to know whether the NPC is responsible to the Executive 
Committee or to the Board or it is autonomous and independent and can 
do anything without consulting the Board. The Chairman, STC stated that 
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the NPC takes fin~ns of purchase. allocation etc. But tbedecisions 
of the Newsprint ~t Committee are laid before the subsequent 
Board meeting for information. 

1.5 When asked further whether the Executive Committee has anything 
to do with the purchase of newsprint. the Chairman. STC stated as 
follows:-

"Yes Sir, in the subsequent administration of these contracts where there 
is a disquite." 

1.6 With respect to the respective rolc and functions of NPClEOSTC 
Board and NewsprintIFinance Divisions in regard to import of newsprint. 
execution of purchase decisions, settlement of disputes arising out of 
implementation of contracts with suppliers etc. and the 'evolutionof the 
same. the STC have in a detailed written note explaiped the role and 
functions of various Committees etc. as noted below:-

"Newsprint Purchase Committee: Newsprint Purchase Committee was 
constitated by the Ministry of Commerce on 31.10.83 on the recommenda-
tions of the STC Board. The functions of this Committee are contained in 
the Delegation of Powers and are as under: 
The conclusion of purchase and salc contract of newsprint and matters 
incidental thereto. 

Executive Committee: It is a Committee constituted by the order of the 
Chairman to deal with all policy matters and to lay down polie,' guidelines 
pertaining to trade as well as personnel matters from time to time. 

Board of STC: Since NPC had been set up on the recommendations of 
the Board by the Ministry of Commerce. the docisions of NPC were 
reponed to the Board on regular basis. 

Newsprint Division: Separate functions have not been codified for any 
particular division, but have developed and evolved because of past 
practice. As per this. the Newsprint Division performs the following 
functions: 

(a) to float tenders for inviting of offers for supply of newsprint in 
consultation with Associate Finance and as per estilllated require-
ments of industry indicated by RNI and approved by NPC; (b) to 
open the foreign supplier's offers in the presence ·of officers of the 
Associate Finance, tabulate and compile the offers and put up the 
same before the NPC; (c) to place orders on the foreign suppliers on 
the basis of the decisions' taken in the NPC; (d) to make out 
contracts and send the same, to the suppliers for signing and return; 
(e) to liaise with Transchart for indication of the vessels to piek up 
carloes from designated load ports; (f) to arrange insurance cover; 
(g}-to monitor shipments within ~hedule; (h) to open Vcs wherever 
requircd;(i) to scrutinize shipping documents on receipt; (j) to effect 
high sea sales and to clear quantities in buffer stock as were required 
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to be kept to the decided level: (k) t'o recommend release of 
payment to the foreign suppliers; (I) to make payment of freight. to 
carriers; (m) to effect sales to actual users from godowns at various 
places; (n) to arrange approval of sale prices from Newsprint Price 
Fixation Advisory Committee constituted by the Ministry of Infor-
mation & Broadcasting; and (0) to settle claims. if any. 

Fina.1IC"e Divisioll: This Division performs following functions: 
(a) To be present at the time of opening of offers of foreign suppliers. 
(b)-To concur placement of orders on the foreign suppliers before their 

approval by the Competent Authority. 
(c) To check the accuracy of the tabulated offers made by the commo-

dity division and to make any suggestions regarding items which 
have escaped the attention of the commodity division. 

(d) To check and sign the import contract alongwith eomlllodity 
division. 

(e) To check and sign UC application. 
(f) To check and scrutinise shipping documents on reeeipt from Bank. 
(g) To release payment to suppliers and carriers on the recommendation 

of the concerned commodity division and settle claims arising out of 
dispute, if any. 

The various functions of the Divisions have evolved because of past 
practice. As far as Newsprint Purchase Committee is concerned. its 
functions were laid down by the STC Board." 

1.7 When the Committee asked whether STC was not satisfied about the 
correctness of the specifications inspite of the certificate of Ws. SGS. the 
STC in a written reply has stated as under:-

"STC on its own was satisfied about the certificate issued by Ws SGS 
regarding correctness of the specifications." . 

1.8 During oral evidence the Committee wanteq to know the reasons 
and the baliis for appointment of Ws. SGS for pre-shipment inspection of 
goods in the case of Universal Exports, Chairman. STC replied that 

' .. Mis. SGS is an international company of repute doing thili work fot many 
. "''Years on behalf of STC. 

1.9 The first consignment of Glazed Newsprint of 2342.554 MTs arrived 
at Bombay per vessel 'State of Manipur' on 12.6.1991 which was however. 
sciacd by the Customs on the pretext that the CaTgo from Canada was not 
gJazCd1icwsprint followed by raids by Customs on the STC Branch Office 
at Bombay. seizure of documents/files and interrogation of STC officials. 
The customs then drew samples from the cargo. sent them to Dy. Chief 

'j:Chcmist. Bombay, who in his report confirmed that the samples conform 
to the declaration made in the Bills of Entry. On the basis of information 
received from some sources that the cargo detained by customs was not 
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glazed newsprint but light coated paper having Mechanical Wood Pulp 
(MWP) content less than 70% and that massive duty evasion was involved. 
the custom authorities did not release the cargo to STet 

1.9 (i) Enquired whether there was no coordination between the 
different wings of the customs. the Secretary: Deptt. of Revenue stated 
during evidenee:-

"I do agree that there arc two wing. .. of the department in Boml:?ay and 
they were proceeding independently. There was some lack of cOordina-
tion which could have been avoided." 
1.9 (ii) Enquired whether any enquiry was ordered by the Ministry in 

regard to this case. the witness said:-
"Not yet. We will certainly look into it." 
1. W Asked whether customs examined the reliability of the sou tee of 

infor;nation. the Department of Revenue in a written reply stated that the 
information was personally recorded by an Additional Collector of 
Customs from 'the sou'rce and as per the information made available it 
appears that it was verified by the officers of the Marine and Preventive 
Wing of the Col.1ectoratc of Customs (Preventive). Bombay before 
detaining the consignment of newsprint. 

1.11 After withholding .the goods. the Customs again dre~ representative 
samples from ten different lots of the Cargo and sent them for analysis to 
(i) the Chief Chemist. Central Revenue Control Laboratory (CRCL).New 
Delhi. (ii) Indian Institute of Packaging. Bombay. and (iii) Central Pulp 
and Paper Research Institute. Saharanpur. The results of the analysis from 
all the three institutions showed that the cargo did not conform to the 
specifications declared in the Bill of Entry and therefore did not conform 
to the definition of Glazed newsprint as contained in the relevant customs 
manual. 

1.12 The Assistant Collector of Customs. Bombay issued a show cause 
notice on 12.9.91 to STC as well as the High Seas buyers of the cargo 
inter-alia alleging that (j) the consignment did not conform to the definition 
of glazed newsprint as per customs manual and therefore attracted higher 
dUly. and (ii) the goods were wrongly declared to be glazed newsprint with 
MWP not less than 70% by weight ±4%. Customs. therefore. held that, 
the cargo was liable for confiscation and attract a higher duty being light 
weight coated paper. 

1.13 The then Secretary (Revenue) (Shri P.K. Lahiri) wrote to Chair-
man. STC that the customs were willing to clear the cargo on a provisional 
duty bond without bank guarantee and surety in view of the conflicting test 
reports of the analysis of the cargo sampk:s. 

1.14 the Newsprint Division in the STC's Corporate Office advised 
furnishing of the bond and getting the t:&rgof'eleascd. However. the then 
Director (Finance). STC. (Shri B.K. Shwff) objected to the above course 
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of action and thereafter sent a message on 4.9.91 to the Bombay office IlOt 
to post a bond till instructions arc received from the Corporate Oftict. 

1.15 Aliked about the reasons for conflicting test reports by the- -.c 
agencies. the Department of Revenue have replied that they hav~ MJI 
inquired from the agencies about the reasons for conflicting test reports: 

1.16 When the Committee asked the justification for· non-clearance of 
the,goods on P.O. bond especially when it was categorically known to STC 
that goods conform to deClarations made in the Bills of Entry and non-
clearance of cargo would amount to failure on the part of STC in 
honouring the contract with the supplier. the STC in a written reply stated 
as undcr:-

"STC was willing to clear the goods on PD Bond as offered in the 
letter dated 19.8.91 of Shri P.K. Lahiri, Secretary,' Deptt. of 
Revenue. provided that the supplier gave counter bond to cover STC. 
However, the supplier chose not to give the counter bondbut to go 
alone in the court. If the STC on its own had given the bond, 
released the goods, paid the supplier, then it would have been all 
alonc in the eustom's courts to contest and the suppliers may not 
have assisted the STC in this matter against the Customs. It is also 
noted that the offer of release of PD bond was withdrawn in 
Shri P.K. Lahiri's letter dated 21.9.91 when a bank guarantee was 
dcmanded for the entire amount. ,. 

The Chairman, STC in a letter dated May 11, 1992 addressed to JS, 
Ministry of Commcrce also maintained that on the insistence of the then 
Director (Finance) a PO Bond could not be posted. 

1.17 The Committee also examined Shri B.K. Shroff. former Director 
(Finance), STC on his rolc in the different newsprint d~als made by STC 
with Mis. Universal Exports. Mis. Meteor and Mis. Finnpap. 

1.18 The Committee asked Shri Shroff the reason for his opposing the 
proposal of newsprint division to furnish a P .D. Bond and get the goods 
cleared. the witness replied that his objection was not to oppose the 
furnishing of P.O. Bond but he wanted that the Corporation's interests 
should be secured before a bond of six crore was posted with the Customs. 
It was with this view he had instructed that the supplier should be asked to 
give a counter-bond to STC. Enquired whether this had the approval of 
CMD. the witness said. 

"It was from the Chairman. " 
When pointed out that there was no reference to this effect in the telex, 

" tbe witness said: 
. "I am not denying this." 

1.19 It is observed tb,t at the instance of the then Direetor-in-Charge 
Finance & Law (ShtiB.K. Shroff). Shri S.K. Wadia of Mis. Mulla & 
Mulla. Bombay in his covcri-rJ« letter of 29.8.91 enclosed with the opinion 



of Sbri J.F Pochkhanwalla, added the provision that STC might first obtain 
counter-guarantee from the supplier viz. Mis. Universal Ex~s before 
STC posts a P.O. Bond with customs and gets the cargo cleared. STC 
wrote back on receipt of this advice to Mis. Universal Exports on 26.9.91 
to furnish a P.O. Bond or give a counter-guarantee to STC for the 
clearance of the cargo from customs subject to future adjudications. 
Ws. Universal Exports replied on 4th October. 1991 that they arc 
intervening jn the adjudication proceedings of the customs instead of giving 
a P.O. Bond or giving counter-guarantee. The Bombay High Court by an 
order allowed Universal Exports to implead as a party in the proceedings 
before the customs. 

1.20 On 8.10.91 CGM and AMM & Legal Advisor. STC Bombay 
Branch met the Collector of Customs (Judicial) who suggested that STC 
may con~der abandoning the newsprint with a view to come out clean. 
The same day the suggestion of Collector of Customs (Judicial) was 
discussed with Senior Counsel Shri J.F. Pochkhanwalla in the presence of 
solicitors Shri S.K. Wadia of Mulla & Mulla, who opined that "STC by 
giving it in writing about the abandonment of the goods. we (STC) will be 
'Burning the Bridges' and that it automatically docs not absolve STC from 
liability to pay pet.lty which the customs are entitled to claim under the 
provision of the Customs Act. He further-more opined that after we (STC) 
have abandoned the goods in writing STC will have no defence whatsoever 
to contest the penalty or to reverse the decision of abandonment." 

1.21 The Corporate Office STC decided on 10th October. 1991 to 
abandon the goods irrevocably and the Universal Exports were informed 
accordingly. In the intervening period. however. there wals a lot of adverse 
publicity that this import of Glazed newsprint by STC was a case of 
attempted smuggling alleging that the consignment was not newsprint but 'a 
more expensive paper i.c. light weight coated paper being brought on a 
concessional duty etc. 

1.22 During oral evidence the Committee desired to know as to who 
took the decision of abandoning the goods, the Chairman. STC stated as 
under: 

"It was taken at my level." 
1.23 When asked further that was it not necessary that the Board should 

be taken in confidence. the Chairman. STC replied as follows: 
"No sir.'· 

1.24 On the point of the quantum of money to be written off or wasted 
and consequent loss and liability the representative of STC said as under: 

"The first consignment of 2342 MT was worth Rs." 4crorc which we 
abandoned. We do not admit the liability of that ca.Cie." 

1.25 When ,asked the reasons for not diSCUSSing the question of 
abandc;mmcnt of goods and its implication, zither by STC Board or 



Executive Committee before the abandonment and the decision to aban-
don goods, STC in a written note stated as follows: 

"NPC was fully competent to take decision for import and other 
matters like abandonment of goods etc. E.C. had, therefore, no role to 
play then about import of newsprint. 

When the Minutes of the NPC meeting held on 4111116.10.91 were 
put up in the Board meeting held on 17.7.92, the Board had noted the 
position which till then covered developments in this case upto the 
abandonment of the goods. . 

In the opinion of Shri J.F. Pochkhanwalla, transmitted by STC 
Bombay, on 8.10.91 notwithstanding the suggestion j.e. Jiving in 
writing by STC to Customs about abandoning of the goods would be 
like burning the bridges, Shri Pochkhanwalla had desired further 
information in the said telex to establish that STC had taken all 
reasonable precautions, which an average person of ordinary prudence 
could do in that situation. Replies to the points raised by Mr. 
Pochkhanwalla were conveyed to STC. Bombay, who in turn, held 
discussions again with Mr. Pochkhanwalla. After the said discussions, 
STe, Bombay advised on 10.10.91 that there were two options 
available to STC and that STC should take a clear stand instead of 
making plain statement of facts which might prove suicidal to STC. 

Keeping in view the above STC had decided to abandon the goods. 
Before that, in the meeting held on 8.10.91 with Collector of Customs 
(Judicial) Shri S.P.S. Pundir, the latter had suggested that STC might 
consider abandoning the newsprint with a view to come out clean. 

STC's decision to abandon the goods was, therefore, taken after 
holding consultations with the Collector of Customs (Judicial) and on 
getting the opinion of a leading counsel Shri Pochkhanwalla. STC's 
decision to abandon the goods was also taken keeping in view the 
advice of the counsel that in case the goods were to be stored in 
Customs Bonded Warehouse to avoid port demurrage, STC would 
have to execute a warehousing bond under Customs Act irrespective of 
whether STC received an indemnity from the supplier or not. 
Furnishing of P.O. bond by STC without getting a counter bank 
guarantee from the supplier, was not financially viable, and since the 
supplier was not found interested to give a counter bank guarantee, the 
decision of STC to abandon the goods was the only option left with STC. ,. 

1.26 The Committee asked the witness (Shri Shroff) whether the 
financial and legal implications were assessed by him before he concurred 
with the proposal of Newsprint Division to abandon the goods. The 
witness deposed to the Committee that as the dcmurl1lge charges were 
increasing with every passing day and that the Director (Newsprint) did 
not want to loose more money at that point of time and due to this the 
proposal was concurred. Apart' from this the results by custom tests 
seemed very conclusive and that STC was being loaded with indetermin-
able liabilities. 
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1.27 On the question of abandonment of goods, the Ministry of 
Commerce have replied that it did not make any independent evaluation of 
the commercial advisability of this decision taken by STC. According to 
the Ministry of Commerce, STC did not make any systematic evaluation of 
the commercial & legal aspects of the options available to it, before the 
goods were abandoned. The Ministry was of the view that the decision 
could have been considered by the Board of STC. 

1.28 Subsequent to ~he permission granted by Bombay High Court 
allowing Universal Exports to implead in the adjudication proceedings 
before tbe Collector of Customs and on the Court orders fresh samples 
were taken and sent to the same laboratories for opiniOn/analysis.. The 
results of the fresh analysis confirmed that the consignment of newsprint 
was according to tbe specifications as declared in the Bills of Entry by 
STC. 

1.29 On 15th July, 1992, the adjudicating authority tentatively decided to 
release the consignment in view of the fact that the results of the test 
conducted by the Department on the first, third and fourth stage 
conformed with the declarations given in Bill of Entry. STC however stood 
by their earlier decision to abandon the title to the goods irrevocably. 

1.30 The Committee asked as to what were the considerations that 
wei.hed with STC to stick to its earlier decision of 10.10.91 to a.!:>andon the 
JOods when the adjudicating authority was willing to its release on 15.7.92. 
the Corporation in a written reply have stated as under: 

"In the event of withdrawing decision of abandoning, problems 
envisaged were that material had been imported at a higher price and 
after payment of Customs duty. BPT charges etc. disposal could have 
been impossible because the quality had deteriorated and interna-
tional prices had dropped substantially, and the goods were older 
than three months. 

It was, therefore, felt that under the given circumstances. to maintain 
the stand of abandonment was economically and operationally 
advisable. 

In the light of above. the matter was considered in EC meeting held 
on 20.7.92 (after decanalisation of import of newsprint from April, 
1992, NPC automatically got dis..;olved) and it was decided by EC 
that earlier decision of STC of abandonment of goods be main-
tained. " 

1.31 As a corollary to STC's decision of abandoning the consignment on 
10.10.91 Mis. Universal Exports served a norice on STC on 23.4.1992 
reprdin, release of payment for the consignment enclosing therewith 
copies of the telt reports of different laboratories showing that the 
colJliJllm~nt of newsprint was according to the tender specifications, 
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1.32 The Executive Director (Vigilancc)STC examined the various 
aspects of the notice and submitted a detailed report in May 1992 to 
Ministry of Commerce who in turn directed STC to get the case examined 
by a Senior Advocate suggesting the name of (Shri Chandrashekhar) Add!. 
Solicitor General, who on 28.5.92 opined that STC has °a strong case for 
discharge of the show cause notice of Collector of Customs but at the same 
time STC will find it difficult to deny the suppliers payments which are to 
be made in accordance with the terms of the contract dated 30.3.91 for the 
consignment supplied to STC and STC could seek waiver of demurrage in 
the·event of discharge of the show cause notice. 

1.33 The Collector of Customs, Bombay by his order of,22nd July, 1992 
held that the charges were dropped and since the cargo was abandoned by 
STC irrevocably the same may be disposed of under sections 4S & 150 of 
the Customs Act. 

1.34 Asked whether Customs disposed of the abandoned goodl' and the 
manner of disposal and the amount realised, the Department of Revenue 
stated that attempts were made to dispose through public auction and that 
the matter has become a point of dispute before Bombay High Court and 
therefore the goods have not been disposed as yet. 

1.35 The Commerce Ministry thereafter asked STC to make payment to 
Mis. Universal Paper Exports who also filed a detailed claim. 

1.35 (i) Pointing out tha\ the customs dropped the charges in July 1992 
and enquired about the reasons for delay in placing the matter before the 
Board. The CMD. stated in reply:-

"After the customs order, there was a CBI enquiry into the case and 
it was in December 1992 that we placed the ful( facts before the 
Board." 

1.36 When asked the Ministry's views on the question of payments to 
Universal Company in respect of the abandoned goods, the Ministry in a 
written reply stated that the question of payment to 
Mis. Universal Co. in respect of goods abandoned by STC on the basis of 
information made available by STC at that point of time were communi-
cated to STC on 7.10.92. However, subsequently, certain further facts 
were brought out by the STC and the issue was considered by the Board of 
STC taking all these factors into account at its meeting held on 17.3.1993. 
After considering the entire circumstances of the case and the implications 
thereof, the Board decided that this was a commercial transaction between 
STC and the foreign supplier which ought to be settled within the terms of 
the contract. However. in order to clarify the position suitably. the Board 
considered it appropriate for the STC to reopen the dialogue with the 
company. Action would now require to be taken in accordance with this 
decision. . . 

1.37 Asked about the present position about the case, STC stated in a 
written reply as follows:-

"The contract provides for a clause of arbitration in case of dispute. 
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MIs. Universal hu not yet taken reeounc to this clause of arbitration 
for establisbin, their claim. This matter was considered in the 
mectinl of the STC Board on 17.3.93 and it was decided that as it 
wu a commercial transaction between STC and Universal, it ought to 
be settled within the terms of the contract. It was also decided to 
reopen the dialogue with the Universal to clarify the position of all 
concerned and to keep the Govt. informed of the stand taken." 

1.38 :Regarding the role of the Ministry in exercising control overSTC. 
the Ministry of Commerce stated in a written reply: 

"The Ministry of Commerce deals with the policy aspects of the 
management of PSUs under its administrative control and docs not 
interfere with the commercial aspects of the PSU functioning. This is 
witb. a view to strike a delicate balance between governmental control 
fori achieving tbe best returns on investment and autonomy and 
OfIIlrational freedom to be acc:orded to the PSU for tbe most efficient 
use of its resources. The stranglehold maintained by Administrative 
Ministries over the PSUs under their control in the years past has 
been receiving severe criticism in the Parliament and without. With a 
View to encourage a 'hands ofr relationship the Government has 
devised a Memorandum of Understandin, (MOU) lor monitorin, the 
performance of the Public Sector Unddrtakings under the aegis of the 
Deptt. of Public Enterprises. STC is one of such PSUs who have 
signed a MOU." 

1.39 Asked when the matter regarding the Universal cue came to its 
notice the Ministry of Commerce ,;:ated in a written rtpIy that it took 
cognisance of the matter in May 1992 for the first time (except for certain 
press reports on the issue) when the Canadian High Commissioner met the 
Commerce Minister and sou,ht his intervention to ensure that STC 
fulfilled its contractual obliaations towards Universal Exports. 

1.40 Enquired whether the Ministry reviewed the performance of STC 
with reference to these cues, the Ministry of Commerce in a detailed 
written note replied as follows: 

"Ordinarily, the Ministry "oes not undertake any review of the 
performance of any oraanisation on a commercial transaction bu;r A. 

However. in the instant case. since it had been taken up •. ~,<ay the 
Canadian High Commission, a meeting was convened to disCulgu lOme 
of the issues arising in the case. )' ," 
Shri B.P. Misra. JS. Ministry of Commerce (MOC) held du.,lCUISions 
on some of tbe issues involved in this ease at a meetin, h \'eld on 
17.9.1992 which was attended by representatives of the STL" On 
consideration of the material made available by STC and on the basIS . 
of the discussions it was concluded that STC had acted in an 
irresponsible and un-professional manner in this case and not only 
brou,ht upon itself con$iderable financial loss but also discredit to the 
country. Certain· specific advice was consequently given to the STC 
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ontbe basis of the review. As a result of tbe review, tbe view taken 
in tbe Ministry WII tbat the cue had suffered beeaule of J1'OII 
administrative negligence and that STC had acted in an irreipOntiblc 
and un-professional manner. However, no detailed review of all 
aspects of the transaction was undertaken by the Miniltry. The 
Ministry views the commercial success or failure of STC in terms of 
the annual MOU and not in terms of success or failure in a sinpe 
transaction or group of transactions u this would not be reprelenta-
tive of the performance of the or,anisation as a whole. This is allo in 
COftJonance with tbe terms of the MOU. ApiDit failure in some 
cases of commercial tr ..... ction by STC, tbe company bu proved to 
be a SUCCCII in tbe wae majority of its traftJlCtions. Its occuional 
failures sbould therefore be viewed in tbis U,ht." 

1.41 When asked the role of tbe Ministry's reprClClltative in STC Board 
and the action taken by him in the wake of controversies, the Mi_try in a 
written note replied II under: 

"The records do not indicate that any initiative was takell' by the 
Ministry representatives on its Board to caU for a Board mec6n, on 
the issue. However, subsequent to thc issue of the. Ministry's advice 
to tbe STC conveyed throu,h D.O. Ictter of Shrl B.P. Misra the 
matter was placed before tbe Board at various meetinp." 

1.42 Asked on the question of any enquiry or probe ordered by tbe 
Ministry in this case, the Ministry in 8 written reply have Itated u followl: 

"No probe by any outside aaency was ordered by the Ministry in·tlUl 
calC. It may be mentioned that the view of the Ministry is that in 
,encral, probes by outside a,encies should be ordered only in cues 
where there il prima-facit malafidt involved and a clear vililance 
ansle is established. Many of the ,larin, omissions were found to be 
administrative in the matter that called for administrative solutioftJ 
rather than enquiry by ~y outsidc autborlty. It is considered that 
unless luch restraint is conscioully exercised by the Miniltry, probes 
by outside a,cnaes may have an inhlbitin. influence on the commer· 
cial judaement and transactions of the personnel and orpnilation 
respectively ... 



U. Contract with nNNP AP 
2.1 In September. 1991 State Tradin. Corporation of India Limited 

Ooated Olobal tcnder for import of Glazed Ncwsprint closinl on 30.9.91 
before it decided to abandon the Olazed Newsprint which arrived at 
Bombay in June. 1991 from Mis. Univel'lal Exports. Canada. The offen 
received were tabulated by the Newsprint Division and checked by the 
Finance Division of STC and were placed before the Newsprint Purchase 
Committee at its meetinp held on 4.10.91. 11.10.91 and ]6.10.91. The 
tabulatiOn! showed that lowest tenderer was FINNPAP at JS S 751.53 
PMT and the next was Kymmenc at US $ 751.84 PMT. The NPC decide to 
place lIlr,ordcr for 9000 MTs plus 5000 MTs (optional) for Glazed 
Newsprint with Mis. FINNPAP which was shown cheaper by 31 cents. 

2.2 o.a close scrutiny it was obscrved that FOB price of Kymmene at 
US $ 600 PMT was US $ 9 PMT less than that of MI.. FINNP AP thou.h 
interest rate for 180 cStys credit was higher. the frei.ht rates equal and the 
insurance charges at 0.02 cents leas than that of FINNPAP. After addition 
of these charges the cost of Kymmene at 'US $ 745.10 PMT was less by 
US $ 3.29 PMT than the cost of FINNPAP at US S 748.39 PMT. 

2.3 Asked whether any action was taken aaainst officials who were 
responsible for manipulation of fi,urcs in the tabulations, which led to 
award of contract to FINNPAP at a hiaher price, the ChJlirman STC 
deposed that no responsibility has been fixed on anybody. The Chairman. 
STC in categorical terms stated that no action was taken against officials 
who mislead the NPC by juulery of fiaurcs to favour the particular firm 
Mis. FINNP AP. 

2.4 Asked whether bank guarantee is obtained as a matter of practice 
from all suppliers and if so, the reasons for makin, an exception in the 
case of FINNP AP. STC in a written reply stated as follows: 

"It is established practice to obtain a Performance Bank Quarantee 
from the suppliers with whom contracts for import of glazed and 
standard newsprint are made. However. certain concessions were 
extended to regular established supplieR and these concessions were: 
they did not have to give a bid bond with the tender; they did not 
have to get their goods surv.eyed at load port, but could aive their 
own certificate counteRianed by the local Chamber of Commerce and 
they had the confidence that their goods would 'be accepted and 
payments made without a problem. They more often than not offered 
goods on CAD terms and thereby saved UC charges. All these 
concessions made them financially more competitive than the new 
comers. This practice has been in vogue for about a decade and ., 
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FINNPAP WI •• re.uler established supplier, hence the Perfor. 
mance Bank Guarantee was not insisted upon." 

2.S The cost of letter of credit werc included in the bank charpi In. 
respect of Kymmene while the offer of Mil. FINNPAP wal on CAD bull. 
The bank charges which arc payable in Rupees have been converted Into 
US $ terml which when added to CIF COlt lncreued the bid amount of 
Kymmcne in comparilion to that of FINNPAP. STC made a contract with 
FINNPAP on 16.10.1991 for supply of 9000 MTI of Glazed Ncwaprlnt with 
an "option" clause for another SOOO MTs valid upto 31.12.1991. 

2.6 Alked the rcalOnl for not explicitly Indlcatln, the nature of offer in 
the tcnder notlcel by STC. STC havc in a written note Itated, al noted 
below: 

-
"It wu never the practice to indicate in the tender notice that the 
offer should be restricted to VC terms or CAD terms. The accepted 
international practice il payment on VC terms. However, the 
established old suppliers uled to make offer on CAD terml u they 
had confidence that their ,oods will be accepted and payment 
relcued without a problem. This gave them an advanta.e u It la.ed 
the cost of bank charges of opening the VC and to that extent made 
them more competitive." 

2.7 When asked to clarify further this point. the representative of STC 
stated during oral evidence that they have now started apecifyln. in their 
standard forms whether the offer wu on VC or CAD terms. 

2.8 The Newsprint Purchue Committee at itl meetin, held on 30.12.91 
had decided to exercise the "option" clause (valid upto 31.12.91) on beln, 
informed by RNI at the meeting. of the Ministry of I &. B decillon for an 
additional requirement of 5000 MTI Glazed Newsprint to be imported In 
the year 1991-92. This option was exercised by the NPC inspite of the fact 
that prices of Glazed Newsprint then had been fallin, appreciably both In 
respect of Standard and Glazed Newsprint. Inlpite of objections railed by 
lome invitee members. the NPC approved purchase of SOOO MTs Glazed 
Newsprint from Mis. FINNPAP on 'Option' Clauses @ US S 609 PMT. 
The rate of Glazed Newsprint was around US S sao PMT In the 
international markets. No tenders were invited by STC. Also there wu no 
urgency for placing this additional order since STC bad with them 21,885 
MTs of Glazed Newsprint stock as on 30.12.91 sufficient to meet tbe 
requirement of the industry for a three month period. 

2.9 When asked the machinery available in STC to keep itaelf informed 
of International prices of newsprint and whether NewlprintIFiDance 
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Divisions of STC used to ~ check tfte 'prices offered in tenders etc .• the 
Corporation in a written note stated u under: 

"Usually, the STC obtained New York Delivered Price for finalising 
its deala. However,' in December, 1991 the STC did not have the 
Iystem of receiving reaular market information regarding the move-
ment of prices of newsprint in the international market. Also the 
curre~t prices of glazed newsprint were not analysed in the .. cnda 
put up to the NPC on 30.12.91 as there wu no proposal to purchase 
more Glazed Newsprint. The meeting of NPC bad been convened to 
report the current position of purchases and the oPlions existin, with 
tbe STC till 31.12.91. It was only the intervention of Sri Kirpa Sagar 
at t. meeting which raised this dcmand of additional SOOO MTs. 

STC presumed tbat a competitive global tender would reBect the 
prices prevalent at that time." 

2.10 Asked about the other offen that were available with STC as on 
30.12.1991, STC in a post evidence reply stated that as on 30.12.91, two 
&ettel'l; one from Kymmene and the other from Laakrichen had been 
received. Accordin, to these offers, FOB Price of Kymmene was US S 600 
PMT cOmpared to PlNNPAP rate of US S 609 PMT. Kymmene had stated 

, further that tbey were willing to quote a further reduced price. The other 
offer of Laakrichen., however , stated that their offer would be at a price 
lower than the one at which STC purchased the Olazed Newlprint earlier. 

" 
2.11 It wu observed that the original contract documents duly ligned by 

FlNNPAP in relpect of the order placed by STC on 16.10.91 had not been 
received even at the time of exercising 'option clause' to place additional 
order on 31.12.91. The supplier accepted the additional order on the same 
day. 

2.12 The Committee uked whether the fact of tbe non-return of 
contract document by FINNP AP was brou,ht to the notice of NPC at its 
sitting held on 30.12.91. STC replied in nClative. 

2.13 Executive Director (Vi,.) made an inquiry on receipt of certain 
complaints after wbich E.D. (Vig.) on 10.1.1992 advised tbe Chairman to 
keep all actions in abeyance in this case till the conclusion of his inquiry. 
The firm was informed of the decision of STC. 

, 
2.14 The NPC was also informed of the status of this cue at its meeting 

on 21.1.92. The NPC. however, felt that legal opinion be obtained in the 
case. Shri K. Parasaran. Senior Advocate opined that ';.on the exercise of 
option on 30.12.91 and acceptance of the same by the supptier on 31.12.91, 
STC was bound to purchase the goods at the rates and that the contract 
has become binding on both the parties. It was further opined that only 
the terms &. conditions stated in the fint contract dated 16.10.91 with 
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FINNPAP were binding onbot6'and thaf':any further changes could be 
applicable only if agreeable to both the parties, 

2.15 On the question of loss suffered/expenses incurred in FINNPAP 
deal, STC in a writtep reply stated as follows: 

"No loss has been incurred by STC regarding exercise of option for 
5000 MTs of Glazed Newsprint. Ws. FINNPAP had filed a civil writ 
petition in the Delhi High Court (writ No. 2(64192) requesting the 
Court for a writ of mandamus for specific performance of the 
contract to purchase 5,000 MTs Glazed Newsprint. This writ was 
contested by the STC and subsequently dismissed QY the Court. The 
cost incurred by STC in defending this writ was Rs. 37 "9V-and for 
obtaining legal opinion in the case was Rs. 21,5001- ..bsequcntly. 
this matter was examined by the STC Board in its meeting held on 
'23-12-92 in which a decision was taken that in case the s!,pplier goes 
to Court again the STC will defend itself. The suppiler has not 
proceeded against the STC so far: ,. t 

2.16 The CBI on 6.5.92 registered a case against (i) Shri B. K. Shroff, 
former Director (Finance), STC (ii) W,. FINNPAP, the Principal firm, 
and (iii) Ws. Anika International. New Dclhi (Agent of FINNPAP). The 
case is under investigation by CBI and final outcome awaited. . 

2.17 On the current status of the CBI investigations in the case, the STC . 
stated as under: 

"The CBI has taken all the connectcd papers and the investigating 
officer is also interrogating the concerned persons. However, the CBI 
have not disclosed to the STC the present position of this investiga-
tion." 



DI. Contract with Meteor Paper 
~·.1 The State Trading Corporation entcred into contracts with Mcteor 

Paper Limited-a trading concern in MarchlMay 1991 for import of 31,SOO 
MTs of standard newsprint. The goods to be supplied were to originate in 
Hungary, Poland and Germany. The deliveries were to be effected in 
ApriVMay, 1991 and JuneJSeptember, 1991 for 6.500 MTs and 25000 MTs 
respectivelY;·The supplier could effect shipments of 13745 MTs out ot 
31S00 MTs d~ng the period. The newsprint of Hungarian origin was for 
9500 MTs at US$ 544 PMT FOB, the German of 6000 MTs at US$ 508 
PMT FOB an~ the Polish goods of 16000 MTs of US$ S09 PMT FOB. 

3.2 The su""liers defaulted in shipment of entire quantity of 31S00MTs 
newsprint by-·'30.9.1991 and STC decided to cancel the contract for the 
unshipped quantity. NPC also approved it. 

3.3 It is observed that Additional Solicitor General Shri Altaf Ahmed 
advised 011'12.10.1991 that STC would be within its legal rights to cancel 
the contracts for the unshipped quantities and based on legal opinion STC 
invoked the 3 Bank guarantees on 1.11.1991 of Ws. Meteor Paper 
Limited, London totalling USS6,44,700. 

3.4 During oral evidence when the Committee asked whether the mills 
ofotiJin in respect of Hungarian goods were verified, a repreftlltative of 
STC said that STC did not verify it and that it was a mistake. 

3.S 'J1te Committee asked the reasons for STC's failure to verify the 
claim of Meteor about Hungarian Newsprint, STC in a written reply stated 
as follows: 

"STC did not make any inquirics from its own foreign offices at 
Frankfurt or London regarding facilities avail~ble with the mills to 
meet STC's demand of 9,500 MTs of newsprint. STC should have 
exercised more care and caution in accepting newsprint of Hungarian 
origin as it was a new supplier. This was a default. In the NPC 
meeting of 20th March 1991, Mctcor Paper Ltd. offering Hungarian 
supply was the second lowest tenderer and again in the NPC meeting 
held on 13.5.1991. the firm offered Hungarian supply and was at the 
fifth lowest position and the NPC took these priee advantages without 
verification ... 

3.6 When asked the reasons for contracting with Meteor for Hungarian 
goods in spite of RBl's rejection prior to it, the Corporation in a written 
reply staled as noted below: 

"On the 4th of February, 91 Shri R.K. Vachher then Director, 
Newsprint, wrote to Joint Controller. Exchange Control. Reserve 
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Bank of India. for permissjon to purcliae in hard currency 2000 MTs 
of Newsprint from Mis. Meteor Paper Ltd~, London, for which pulp 
will be supplied by Meteor and it will be converted into newsprint in 
Romania. Subsequently, Shri R. K. Vachher wrote to the Ministry on 
11.3.1991 asking for the intervention of the Ministry in this mauer. 
This request was turned down by the Reserve Bank in their reply 
dated 4th March. 1991. 

In the NPC meeting of 20.3.1991 when the first order was placed 
and the NPC meeting of 13.5.91 when the second order was placed 
the Committee took into account the price advan\D.ge,of these two 
offers. It was a default not to verify the origin of this newsprint more 
thoroughly." / 

3.7 Asked whether the Ministry was aware .of RBI's deCision of March 
1991 to refuse permission to import newsprint made in,llomania from 
GCA against hard currency from Mis. Meteor and the reasons for not 
taking any action. the Ministry have stated as below: 

"The Ministry was aware of RBI decision. The STC'sproposal was 
examined with particular reference to the fact that Romania was yet 
to fulfil thc trade plan provision for supply of newsprint under Rupee 
Payment Arrangement. The Ministry decided to support the proposal 
recommending it to Deptt. of Economic Affairs. DEA in turn 
intimated that in the specific circumstances of the case, they had no 
objection to allow STC to purchase newsprint from Mis. Meteor 
Paper Company subject to the condition that it may be treated like 
any other GCA purchase." .. 

3.8 When further asked the failure of Ministry's representative 'in ·STC 
Board to inform of divergent views about the origin of Hungarian goOds; 
the Ministry in a written note stated as follows: 

"The Ministry was aware of the deliberations on the issue in 
various Board meetings in which Government Directors also took 
part. However, CMD, STC was advised by the Ministry in January, 
1992 to have the case investigated thoroughly and fix specific 
responsibility for the lapses. STC were also advised that the deal be 
settled in the light of the decisions of their Board. The Board of STC 
approved entrusting the case to the CBI for investigation. CBI also 
registered an RC against the foreign supplier on 13.11.1992. Further 
action in the matter would be taken on receipt of the formal report of 
CBI." 

3.9 On 2.1l.1991 (i.e. holiday) suppliers met CMD, STC at his 
residence and represented against the invoking of PBOs on 1.11.1991 and 
requested to withhold the invoc:,tion till they submit their own version of 
Legal position. Chairman. STC thereafter ordered that forfeiture of PBGs 
be deffered by 4 weeks. 
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3.10 The Committee, during oral 'cvidcnc(, asked Shri Shroff. former 
Director (Finance) STC whether in his opinion there was urgency to defer 
the invocation of PBGs in the case of Mis Meteor. the witness replied that 

-there was absolutely no urgency to do that and felt that instead of the 
t~ppliers' it was STC's interest which was marred by that decision. 

3.11 The supplier of 7240 MT of newsprint contracted in May. 1991 
shipped by SCI's vessel 'Vishwa Mohini & Vishwa Shobha' was underway 
during end of November, 1991. At that time STC received a letter dated 
19.11.1991 from Ministry of Commerce (alongwith phot~py of the letter 
dated 16.11:1991 of the Ministry of Finance. Department of Revenue) to 
the effect th\t information received from Indian Embassy in Budapest 
(Hungary) r6vealed that newsprint was not being produced by the 
purported manufacturer Mis Lignimpex which is only a trading concern in 
newsprint. Mis Lignimpcx also stated that the supplier viz. Mis Metcor 
had furnished forged documents to STC & by misdeelaration that the 
goods were' of 'Hungarian' instead of Romanian. This obviously meant 
misuse of foreign exchange. The Enforcement Directorate confirmcd this' 
to STC on 23.12.91. 

3.12 Asked what action was taken by STC on receipt of the Ministry's 
lctter dated 19.11.91 regarding contravention of FERA by the supplier, 
STC in a written note stated as follows: 

"The letter of the Ministry dated 19.11.91 was recei.ved on 
26.11.91. This letter pointed out to the contravention of FERA and 
ordered 'you may like to get the matter immediately looked into and 
also fix the responsibility for. misuse of foreign exchange by STC in 
import of newsprint and consider taking corrective measures to stop 
any further misuse.' ' 

The Ministry had not prohibited payment. The Chairman first 
ordered payment for these goods on 11.12.91 when informed that the 
suppliers will attach an SCI ship in default of payment. The 
Chairman ordered payment irrespective of other considerations as 
supplies were received and sold to users. Also an attachment of an 
SCI ship and subsequent publicity and litigation cost would not have 
been in the interest of STC. The second order of payment was passed 
by the Chairman on the advise of the Attorney General on 19.12.91 
which was not implemented .because of objection of Finance. 

Shri Manzoor Ahmed. Director (Vig.) made an inquiry into the 
points raised in the letter of 19:11.91 and sent a report to the 
Commerce Ministry on 26.12.91 and this report formed a part of the 
Agenda of the Board meeting hc:ld on 27.12.91." 
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3.13 The supplier had issued certificate of onglD issued by London 
Chamber of Commerce in violation of contractual terms. International 
practice stipulates that certificates of origin should be from the country of 
origin. 

3.14 When asked the reasons for not specifying the exact nature of 
certificate to be furnishecl by sellers in the contracts, STC in a written 
reply stated as under: 

"In the contract used by STC, in Clause 14(iv) it is prescribed 
'Certificate of origin-3 in original and 1 copy-to be issued by local 
Chamber of Commerce or equivalent body'. This clause has worke"d 
well over the years without any dispute and this was the first case" of 
dispute. After this dispute this clause was changed to read Certificate 
from the Chamber of Commerce from the country of origin." 

3.1S The analysis tests by load Port Surveyor in respect of German 
FOds indicated that the goods were not as per contract specifications. The 
supPlier failed to furnish this certificate alongwith shipping documents. 

3.16 The supplier obtained on 15.11.1991 legal opinion of Sr. Advocate 
Shri A.K. Sen on the cancellation of contract for the unshipped quantities 
by STC ~nd invocation of PBGs, according to whom the action of STC was 
incontravention of contractual terms. 

3.17 STCdbtaincd Attorney General's (Shri O. Ramaswamy) opinion 
on 19.12.1991 to the effect that (a) retention of payments was unfair and 
illegal till the matter of misdeclaration of origin of goods and misuse of 
foreign exchange & violation of FERA is adjudicated upon, (b) cancella-
tion of contract was in order, and (c) PBGs need not be enforced. 

3.18 The Committee asked the reasons for ordering payment to Meteor 
by Chairman, STC overruling Finance and not informing the Board. STC 
in a, written reply stated as follows: "'l 

~. 

"The Director (Finance) had advised non payment not only for 
Hungarian newsprint but all newsprint from Meteor including the 
German and Polish origin though he had given oral orders to 
Ms. Kunur to make the payment for a similar earliet shipment . . 

Chairman ordered payment as the goods have been riJ:,eived and 
sold & the money taken by STC. The Finance Department did not 
execute this order. Shri B.K. Shroff, went to the Ministry of 
Commerce and sought their intervention and then Commerce Minis-
ter telephoned to the Chairman not to make the payment and take 
the matter to tbe Board." 

Release of payment was also ordered by CMD when Director (Finance) 
was away on tour for two days . 

. 3.19 ~e. SCI ~arge~ ""tIM lWqp!jan N~wsprint ~thout the ~roduc
bon of ongtna1,.Bdls" of 114111JS etc. 't1Ie'~hers h~ld SCI responSible for 
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this lapse and threatened SCI with arresting their vessels. STC informed 
SCI of possible FERA violations by suppliers. SCI insisted on STC to 
furnish bank guarantees either in favour of suppliers or P&I club so that 
if a SCI vessel is arrested by the suppliers it may be got released. STC 
refused to provide any bank guarantees to SCI as it viewed the lapses 
were that of SCI. SCI informed STC that their vessel 'Vishwa Parimal' 
has been arrested at Antwerp on 12.2.1992. 

3.20 The Board in its meeting held on 27.12.1991 decided that (a) 
PBGs be invoked for default in suppliers' performance; (b) no payment 
be made for contract dated 23.2.1991 and addendum dated 15.5.1991 in 
respect of newsprint of Hungarian origin; (c) in respect of contracts 
dated 15.5.1991 for Newsprint of Polish origin, the authenticity of 
certificates from the manufacturers' mills be verified to the satisfaction 
of the Corporation and certificate from load port surveyors be obtained 
before releasing payments; (d) an enquiry be conducted within a month 
by ED (Vigilance) which should bring out procedures followed in import 
of Newsprint under above contracts and the area of default, if 1UlY. be 
identified and responsibility fixed and corrective measures be suggested; 
(e) the unsold stocks of Newsprint of Hungarian origin and appropriate 
quantities of Polish and German origins be scaled for facilitating the 
enquiry; and (f) in case suspected fraud/forgeries were established, 
appropriate criminal proceedings be launched against suspected perso,os. 

3.21 An inquiry by ED(Vigilance) revealed that newsprint claimed to 
be of 'Hungarian' origin was not 'Hungarian', The German newsprint 
was German but its quality was in variance with the contract specifica-
tions as inspected by the load port surveyor and the Polish origin 
newsprint was Polish but the mills were different frolb the ones men-
tioned in the contract and the goods were from an untested source. 

3.22 The Board in its meeting held on 14117.12.1992 decided, to start 
a dialogue" with Ws Meteor for amicable settlement but negotiations 
with the supplier were not to be conducted in view of forged documents 
furnished by the supplier. 

3.23 The STC Board in its meeting held on 6.5.92 decided that a 
commercial' settlement be arrived at with Ws Meteor Paper Limited 
and also to get the entire matter investigated independentl~ by an 
outside agency. The Board authorised CMD, STC to head the teant to 
negotiate with the supplier. 

3.24 The Board decided that detailed inquiry by CBVDireetorate of 
Enforcement be made into the 'Hungarian' newsprint purchase since 

~ 'FERA violation and civiVcriminal laws were involved. 

3.25 STC in a post-evidence reply furnished on the Committee's 
querry regarding the efforts made by STC to get the matter investigated 
between 8.1.92 (the date on whicb AR was lodged by STC with Delhi 
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Police) and 13.11.92 (the date on which RC was registered by CBI) in the 
case of Ws Meteor. have stated as follows: 

"Shri R.C. Meena, MM, STC filed on 8.1.1992, an FIR with Delhi 
Police under Sections 420, 463, 468, 471 IPC against Ws Meteor 
Paper Limited, London, Mr. J.A. Hill. its Managing Director and 
Mr. P.J. Crossby, its Director and others. On ED(Vig.)'s instruc-
tions, he also sent written communications to S.H.O., Connaught 
Place Police Station in this connection. 

Exec. Director (Vig.) also took up the matter with DIG, CBI 
separately as the case was of a very imponant nature. Exec. Director 
(Vig.) wrote a letter dated 10th June, 1992 to DIG, CBI informing 
him about the decision of the STC Board recommending investigation 
by the CBI. DIG, CBI, hc:,wever. on 4th August, 1992 informed that 
the CBI would not be able to establish a case of criminal misconduct 
on the pan of the STC officials. Inspite of the reluctance of CBI to 

:, take up the investigation, the STC kept on pursuing with Delhi Police 
lmd CBI. Finally, the investigation was taken up by CBI at the 

, intervention of Ministry of Home Affairs and a R.C. No. 6(s)92-DLI 
uls 480, 468 & 471 I.P.c. against Ws Meteor Paper Ltd., London 
was registered." 

3.26~TC entered into a commercial settlement with Meteor on 9.6.1992 
which inter-alia provides for 0) a discount of USS 409,000 against the three 
supplies of newsprint from Germany, Poland and Hungary' to be applied 
against settlement of payment for the shipment under • 'Hungarian' con-
tract, (ii) payments to be made by STC into an interest bearing escrow 
account with SBI, London to be jointly operated by solicitors of STC & 
Ws MeteorlReceivers, (iii) settlement of bill valu~ of 'Hungarian' 
contract against expon of Indian goods in line with approvals obtained 

, from Wo CommerceIRBI, and (iv) the commodity transaction against the 
'Hungarian' contract to be completed by 31st August, 1992 _d Meteor/ 
Receivers to furnish documents relating to the three shipments to STC by 
then upon which all payments due to Meteor are to be released from the 
escrow account in London. The agreement also provides that it does not 
bar any other Government agency to conduct any other inquiry into these 
transactions of the newsprint.' 

l.27 On the question of net loss' suffered by STC as a result of the 
commercial scttlement with Meteor, the Corporation replied as noted 
below: 

"The net loss suffered by STC so far in this case is Rs. 1.55 croresJ 
This loss is computed in terms that had the payment been made in·, 
December' 91 under Chairman'S order the outgo would have been·~ 
Rs. 11.81 crores. The outgo under the settlement now has been 

.Rs. 12.73 crores." 
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IV. 5ukab Case 
4.1 A.B. Sukab, Sweden offered to supply to State Trading Corporation 

about 5000 MT standard newsprint of Polish origin manufactured by Polish 
Mill-Myszkowskie at the rate of Rs. 109481. PMT FOa Polish port for 
shipment in lots of 1500-2000 MT during April-June 1991. Payments to be 
made within 7 days from receipt of documents to a blocked 'Escrow' 
account to be operated by a bank mutually agreeG1lcceptable to Sukabl 
STC. The proposal of Sukab was open for acceptance upto 25.1.1991 later 
on extended. 

4.2 Asked about the reasons for suo molo offer of Sukab for supply of 
newsprint and the other suppliers offering on barter basis, the Corporation 
replied in a note as follows: 

"The offer dated 18.1.91 of Sukab to supply 5,000 MT standard 
newsprint under barter was not a suo molo one. Sukab had earlier 
supplied to STC 10,000 MT standard newsprint under a contract 
dated 9.4.90 which had counter trade provision for supply of goods 
from Indian companieslSTC equivalent to 100% f.a.s. value of 
newsprint sold under that contract. Shipment of newsprint under the 
aforesaid contract of 9.4.90 was to be made during July-September, 1990. 
However, the last lot was shipped by Sukab as late as 30.3.91. Since 
the obligations of Sukab under contract dated 9.4.90 were going to be 
completed soon, Sukab made a similar offer on 18.1.91, which was 
further to a similar earlier arrangement between STC and Sukab. 

The other suppliers, who had offered to supply newsprint on barter 
basis,. are: Mis Technoforest, Romania, Mis Stora, Sweden; 
Mis J?aishowa, Canada; Mis CNG, USA; and Mis Stone Consoli-
dated". Canada." 

4.3 The proceeds for supply of newsprint were to be used by Sukab only 
for export of Indian goods listed i, the supplier's letter. Shipment of 
Indian itemiwas to commence in February, 1991 and completed not later 
than June.'1991. It was also mentioned in the proposal that STC could 
establish a credit facility to Sukab within the escrow account and agaipst 
the said credit Sukab were willing to issue a bank guarantee in favour of 
STe, if the shipment of Indian items is effected prior to delivery of 
newsprint or if the proceeds in the escrow account were insufficieDt to 
cover Sukab's payment for barter exports. 

~. 4.4 The Newsprint Purchase Commitce on 20.3.91 considered and 
approved the proposal of Sukab alongwith other offers end an order was 
placed on 1.3.91 for !rnport of 5000 MT standard newsprint .@Rs. 10,9481-
PMT FOB Polish port. The supply was t9 be completed during ~priV 

.... .;~. n :\. 



June, 1991. NPCapprpved q>uuter.purcp,,,, Sukab of items like coffee, 
jute goods directly fr:om STC asaintt iti.STC items were.,to be exported 
first and newsprint supply to commence later. 

4.5 The mill of manufacture of newsprint was changed to Ws Paged, 
Poland as newsprint manufactured by Polish Mill-Myszkowskie when tested 
was not upto STC's standard specifications. 

4.6 When asked on what grounds the test reports of goods manufactured 
by the mill Myzkowskie were found not upto the standards, the STC have 
stated tbat on tbe recommendation of RNI two reels manufactured· by this 
mill were got tested from the Hindustan Times and the Times of India who 
bave reported that the surface, wrapper, general con4itions and printability 
of the Ncwsprint were not found good. 

4.7 Regarding the analysis of the goods from alternate mills Ws. Paged, 
Poland and its acceptability, the Corportation informed the Committee 
that the samples of reels manofactured by this mill were tested as early as 
25.5.89 and that the results of test reports matched witb STC's specifica-
tions for standard newsprint and that the NPC too approved it as early as 
25.5.89. 

4.8 The Escow Account to be opened with SBI was to become operative 
after Government clearance and RBI· approval and interest free payment 
in Indian Rupees to be made on receipt of documents on CAD basis to the 
'Escrow' account. A formal contract incorporating these provisions was to 
be signed separately. Sukab was requested to confirm bank guarantee fOT 
fulfilling counter-trade obligations. 

4.9 STC informed the Ministry of Commerce that it proposed to operate 
the 'Unk Tr~saction' independently and to withdraw its earlier request to 
open an Escrow account before RBI approval was received. 

4.10 When the Committee asked STC the urgency in withdrawing the 
request to operate ·an Escrow Account and to operate the 'Link Transac-
tion' independently, STC have stated that as the shipment of Coffee bad 
already commenced and the approval of the Ministry of Commerce! 
Department of Economic Affairs in this respect was not received till 
8.4.91, the Corporation, therefore, proposed to operate the transaction 
independently. 

4.11 Asked further the reasons for not indicating to Ministry of 
Commerce the proposal to convert the rupee contract into a doUar contract 
in their letter withdrawing the earlier request for opening Escrow Account 
the Corporation stated that they have in their lctter of 8.4.91 to Wo 
Commerce sent their request to withdraw only the proposal reagrding the 
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Escrow Account. Neither _;:lrave.~icated to MOC its ~~ision to 
convert the rupee contract ·mto .. io1t.r \~ntract nor the MInistry of 
Commerce raise any objections' in this regard. 

4.12 The contract was later changed to the dollar one unilaterally with 
the joint recommendation of Director, Newsprint and Counter Trade and 
Director, Finance in STC fixing the rate of newsprint at US $ 529.40 PMT 
approved by Chairman, STC on 17.5.91. The Rupee-Dollar parity arrived 
at by STC ignored the mechanism of conversion of rupee. price based on 
the exchange rate on the date of negotiation of newsprint document. The 
application of wrong method resulted in huge loss to STC in. foreign 
exchange. 

4.13 The Committee wanted to know what prompted STC to indicate to 
Sukab on 25.4.91 that the deal would be in hard currency before the same 
was decided by management on 17.5.91 and the person who conveyed it to 
Sukab and if any inquiry was ordered within STC into leakSie of this 
impending decision, the Corporation in a written note submitted as 
follows: '. J 

"Ministry of Commerce while supporting the STC's proposal for 
export of coffee and jute JOods on 4.3.91 requested RBI to accord 
approval to the proposal for opening an Escrow Account. STC 
communicated to MOC on 8.4.91 that since no approval had been 
received till then from, MOCIDEA regarding opening of Escrow 
Account, STC propOsed'to operate theabo~e link transaction 
independently, as the shipment of coffee had already started. STC, 
therefore, requested tbat its request for' opening of Escrow Account 
may be treated as withdrawn. 

The Counter Trade DiVision of STC, therefore,. ~Ue.tCd News-
print Division for changes in payment terms to be in fttc' c"iPbcy by 
both sides. As a sequel to that, an indication ,amid bJve':~engiven 
by STC to Sukab thatt"e transaction by both sides would be in hard 
currency. 

There is no record to show who in STC had conveyed to Sukab 
lUt mode of payment of the deal would be changed from rupee to 
hard currency. However, at that time, the concerned officers at the 
level of GM in STC were Shri A.M. Desai in Newsprint, Dr. A.K. 
Mathur in Counter Trade Divn. and Shri G.R. Arora, Chief Finance 
Manager in Finance Divn. 

No inquiry was conducted by the STC." 
4.14 The Committee asked STC to explain the reasons for not taking 

approval of NPC before conversion of the contract and whether Chairman, 
STC was competent to take such a decision, STC replied that on a 
proposal from Director (Newsprint) duly concurred by Dir. (Finance), 
Chairman, approved conversion of rupee contract into US $ contract on 



17.5.91. They further stated-t-'t~l/>c~R of the contract to US $ 
could not be reported _ to NPE. l~ fhere. was no NPC meeting between 
17.5.91 to 4.10.91 and various dealing managers, in the meantime had 
opted for Voluntary Retirement Scheme (VRS) and reorganisation was 
under way. 

4.15 As agreed, Sukab was required to furnish BaDk guarantees for 
(8) performance guarantee for 5% of value of newsprint, (b) US S 40.000 
guarantee for difference in Dollar-Rupee parity worked out earlier. and 
(c) 3% value .of200% for counter trade obligations. Sukab did not 
furnish the performance bank guarantee for newsprint on the pica that 
the cargo has already been shipped. 

4.16 Sukab shipped the newsprint Consignments of 4993 MTs by 
July, 1991 but had not signed the formal contract with STC till 2.11.1991. 
Sukab were to supply 1000MT in the size 162.5 ems but that supply was 
in the size 81.5 ems. 300 MTs was allOCated to one actual user who 
declined its acceptance as the sizes varied.' This resulted in a loss of 
Rs. 13.89 lakhs to STC. 

4.17 When the Committee asked tbe reasons for shipment of Indian 
items to Sukab though the firm did not return the signed contract of 
21.3.91 till 2.11.91. the Corporation ·ina written note stated as under: 

"Under clause 17 (Counter Trade) of STC's contract with Sukab, 
of 21.3.91, it was provided that STC items will be exported first and 
after that only, newsprint supplies would be imported. That contract 
was sent to Sukab by STC on 24.10.91 for Sukab's signature and 
return. 

As per Newsprint Purchase C91Dmittee (NPC)'s decision of 
20.3.91, STC sent to Sukab its acceptance on 21.3'.91 for import of 
5,~.MT standard newsprint manufactured by Ws. Paged,Poland 
at Rs; 10;948 PMT f.o.b polish port, with a provision of counter 
purchase of Indian items like coffee, jute goods &. blankets. Sukab 
were requested to return one copy of the said order, duly signed as 
token of their acceptance. It was specifically stated in the said letter 
that a formal contract duly modified shall als,", be signed sepa!'ately. 

Newsprint contract was sent late due to change of one cllflse or 
~~_ the other, non-furnishing of the required bank guarantees by Sukab 
~5' as well as uncertainty of agreement on Indian products to be 
.,-~. :,j; exported under counter trade agreement. 
,,~~ 

J 
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In the meantime, Sukab had effected shipment of 2,000 MT.on 
19.5.91 and the balance 3,000 MT on 14.7.91. Since Sukab had 
executed its obligation under the contract, STC also commenced 
shipment of Indian goods to Sukab and therefore they did- not want 
to lag behind." 
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4.18 Tbe Committee' furiller'asked lthr'1trgency for taki!'g delivery of 
newsprint consipment in view of Sukab not signing tbe contract. the 
Corporation stated as follows: 

"Shri Inderjit Singh Sial, of Sukab mentioned tbat it is clearly 
understood and agreed that US $ payment will be made by STC only 
after Sukab has fulfilled all the terms and conditions as revised by 
STC today by mutual agreement. Secondly, both the parties were 
aware of the contractual provisions based on the previous contract of 
9:4.90, which also had counter trade provision. . 

To meet the requirement for election during May, 91. as per 
decision of the Ministry of I&B/Commerce, STC was required to 
ensure sufficient availability of newsprint and hence accordingly 
contracted for large quantities to anive during tbat period. Hence, on 
arrival' of both the consignments from Sukab, STC took ,dolivery 
thereof. to avoid demurrage. dam~ges and other complications. 

4.19 The Committee further sought c1arifioation on the role of Handling 
& Clearing Agents employed by STC in this case and the loss incurred as a 
result thereof and the extent of its recovery from them. the Corporation in 
a written reply stated as follows: 

"1000 MTs was to be, supplied by Sukab in the size of 162.5 cm. 
but was supplied in the size of 81.5 cm. Out of that quantity. 300 MT 
was allocated by STC on high-seas sale to Mis. Bombay Samachar 
who refused to take delivery on' high-seas. of alloCated quantity of' 
300 MTs as sizes varied. When any ~nsigDment"Was allocated on 
high-seas. the high seas allottee was to appoint Handling & Clearing 
Agents for handling and deaDDI of his allotted quantity. 

The quantity of 1000 MYs supplied by Sukab in the size of 81.S cm 
was a standard normal size. which is used by about 90% Indian actual 
users. Hence. the entire quantity of 1000 MTs received in 81.5 cm 
was cleared to buffer stock by STC. This was done to avoid further 
demurrage to the consignment, as an amount of Rs. 22,4481- had 
already been incurred as demurrage on the quantity of about 
300 MTsallocated on high-seas salc basis. The remaining amount of 
Rs. 13,66,964.69 was loss incurred on account of price adjustments. 

While~ttling the dispute with Mis. Sukab, STC had recovered tbe 
full amount of Rs. 13,89,412.69 converted into Dollars at the rate of 
US $ 1 == Rs. 30.12 arriving at US $ 46,000.00. 

There was no question of recovery of any loss from the Handling & 
Cearing Agents appointed by STC. after high-seas sale aDottee bad 
refused to take delivery and tbe goods were cleared to STC's buffer 
stock. The demurrage incurreq, on the consignment was not due to 
any fault on the part of Handling & Ceating Agents." 
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4.20 It is observed that N'1M1,pom counter trade in reaard to export of 

coffee, jute 'JQOds and other items listed in Sukab's offer, a counter trade 
deal with Sukab for export of blankets from India was also settled. Sukab 
opened a letter of credit for it, but did not fulfill the same. On account of 
this default of Sukab, a MOU was signed on 3.2.92 between Sukab and 
Ws. Hindustan General Export House. New Delhi (suppliers of blankets) 
witnessed by STC. STC claimed Rs. one crore as compensation from 
Sukab for the default, Sukab agreed for RI. 50 lakh only to be paid to 
Ws. HGEH to be released to them by STC on behalf of Sukab. 

4.21 The deal with Sukab was inquired into by ED (Vig.) for'lmport of 
Itandard newsprint and recommended for (a) fixing of responsibility inside 
& outside STC including action against officialslnon-officials for wilfully 
causiogloss to STC, and (b) settling the dispute with the suppliers at best 
possible terms. This was also the opinion of the Chief Legal Advisor, STC. 

4.22 The Committee desired to know the serious areas of default 
indentified by ED (Vig.) in respect of this case, the persons held 
responsible for causing loss to STC and the action taken against such 
officials, the STC in a wiltten reply stated as follows: 

"Executive Director (Via.), Shri Manzoor Ahmed while examininl 
a legal notice from AB Sukab had briefly scrutinised the deal OD 
7.10.92 and identified the fotowin, areas of default in this cue: 
(0 The STC officials stopped writing to the RBI fer opening of and 

operating Escrow Account. In fact. the STC withdrew its request 
for opening of the Escrow Account at a later date. 

(ii) STC did not provide any contract for counter trade, althoup 
WI. Sukab had given a guarantee to this effect. ThUI, WI. 
Sukab were saved from their counter trade obligations towards 
the country's export. 

(iii) The Dollar price at 529.40 PMT was arrived at in lieu of the 
R\Jpee price of 10,9481- PMT. This conversion was poued up to 
STC's disadvantage by nearly 11%. 

(iv) While Sukab were expected to complete the co.er trade 
obligation by Sept. '91 the Newsprint Contract itself was given to 
them on 24.10.1991. 

Shortly after this examination, the Committee which had been 
constituted by Executive Committee to settle this matter with Sukab, 
arrived at an amicable settlement on 14.11.92. 

The persons held responsible were the then Dircctor-in-chu,e 
(Newsprint & Counter Trade), Mr. R.K. Vachher who authorised ·in 

~, writing to Ministry of Commerce for withdrawing the request before 
opening and operating the Escrow Account, and Mr. B.K. Shroff, the 
then Director (Fin.) who was also Director-in-charge of Counter-
Trade since Sep.'91 for pegging the conversioft rate to STC'I 

. ~dv.ntale by nearly 11 %. Enquiry to identify otbers involved in .. 
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these omnfilliona & comm~m uJldcr the aforesaid two Directors. 
continues." . .', 

4.23 In a written complaint to Chairman, STC dated 30.9.92 
Shri Lan P. Lundgren made certain serious allegations alainst SIShri B. K. 
Shroff former Director, Finance and R.K. Vach~.er, Director (Newsprint) 
concerning their role with regard to counter-trade obligations viz. sale of 
Ifeen coffee, purchase of blankets etc. The letter was then forwardeCt to 
CBI for further inquiries. 

4.24 The Committee asked STC whether CBI completed io enquiry with 
regard to complaint of Shri Lars P. Lundgren of AB Sukab. the findings 
thereon and the action taken by STC on the findings, STC in a written 
reply stated as under: 

"Shri Lars P. Lundgren of Mis. AB Sukab submitted to CMD a 
written complaint dated 1.10.92. levelling serious allegations against 
Shri B.K. Shroff. The matter was reported to Shri p.e. Sharma, IPS, 
IG, CBI. as well as Shri Balwinder Singh. IPS, DIG, CBI by ED 
(Vii,) on 10.10.92. An Investigating Officer of the CBI has visited 
STC office a number of times in this inquiry. However. we are not 
aware of the CBI's findings. No report has yet been received from 
CBI in the matter." 

4.25 Sukab filed a Civil writ petition during September: 1992 in the 
Delhi High Court claiming payment for the quantity of newsprint supplied 
alonpith interest. 

4.26 STC sought legal opinion in the matter from Shri Kapil Sibal, Sr. 
Advocate on 21.10.92 who opined that (a) the matter should be negotiated 
and IOrted out across the table (b) counter affidavit be filed before High 
Court taking all defences 80 as to have better bargaining PQwer during 
negotiations, and (c) our (STC) CII.aC on merits seems to be weak. 

4.27 When asked the reasons for not filling counter-affidavit before the 
Delhi 14igh Court as advised by Senior Advocate 
Shri Kapil Sibal before negotiations were held with Sukab, STC have 
stated that no counter-affidavit had been filed in this casco On 3.11.92 STC 
was granted 6 weeks' time to file its reply. The draft of the counter 
affidavit was prepared and sent by STC's counsel on 16.11.92. While the 
same was under consideration. Sukab came forward for negotiated 
settlement as a result the counter affidavit/reply was not filed. After the 
negotiated settlement, Sukab instructed its counsel to withdraw the writ 
petition which was done on 7.1.93. 

4.28 To. scttle the diapute amicably with Sukab, a committee of 
senior officers in STC was constituted to hold negotiations and to 
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~rrive at settlement. ST~ offere4'. ~t of US $ 2O.2flakhs a~ taldna 
Into account compensation to STC forwalyer of counter trade obba,rioD. 
But Sukab refused to reduce their dcniiand from US $ 25 lakh •. 

4.%9 The civil writ petition of Sukab was li.ted for 3.11.92 for admiuion. 
The court granted six weeks tilDe to STC for fillnl counter affidavit/reply. 
The calC wal lilted for turther hearing on 7.1.93. 

4;30 Thil case was conlidered by the Executive Committee of STC on 
23.10.92 The Executive Committee decided to hold nelotiationa with 
Sukab. The 'Ministry of Commerce also asked STC to settle tbe matter 
amic:ablythroqh neaotiationa with Sukab. 

4.31 STCconciuded an aareement with Sukab on 14.11.92. The 
aareemcntinttNuili provi~cs for (a) to release full aDd final payment of 
US S 21,50,000 for lupply of 4993 MT of Itandard newsprint. (b) STC to 
return Sukab'. Bank Guarantees, and (c) that Sukab will immediately 
withdraw the writ petition med before the Hiah Court. I'ho counter-trade 
obli,ationl of Sukab were alJb waived~ 'The Ministry of Commerce wu 
apprised of the settlement on 17.11.1992. 



V. CblDue C .. 
5.1. China emerged u a new source of supply of newsprint in January, 

1991 prior to dec:analiJation of Import of Newsprint in April. 1992. The 
Newsprint Purcbase Committee in its meeting held on 24.12.1990 autbor-
ised STC .Jo make purchase against the tender upto RI. 5.56 crores fortbe 
rcliciual f.ian exchange with STC for the year 1 ~91 "and purchllel be 
made in IUch a way tbat supplies arrive latest by mid-March. 1991. 

5.2 STC floated a tcnder on 7th January. 1991 closing on 14.1.1991 and 
the offen rec:eived were tabulated accordinl to the derived CIF price and 
purchase orders were made on 22.1.1991 from the first three offers. 

5.3 It is observed that STC placed orders with the China National Pulp 
and Paper Corporation (CNPPC) on 21.1.1991 for a quantity of 2000 MTs 
tile sec:ond lowelt offer at the CIF price of US $619.07 PMT with shipments 
in February/March. 1991. STC did not receive any samples for testing and 
the same werc to be received latest by 15.2.1991. 

5.4 The NPC at its meetinl beld on 20.2.1991 noted and approved the 
action taken on finalisation of purchuea of 4950 MY of Standar~ 
Newsprint alainst free foreip exchan,e ,worth Rs. 5.56 CfOfCI. The NPt;. . 
however, noted that in future trial order quantit)' should pref.ably be for 
about 1000 MT, only. 

The INS representative in tbe NPC desired that maximum quaDtitics 
could be considered from the tested Chinese suppliers. 

5.S Whon uked the rellOns for not placin, the bids evaluated by STC 
before NPC alaiDit the tender dated 7.1.91 and the departure from the 
normal procedures. the STC in a written reply stated u foOows: 

"10 ita mectin, held on 24.12.9C, thc Newsprint Purcbue Committee 
had dole,ated to STC the authority to make purcbues apiDit this 
tendcr upto RI. 5.56 Crorcs (exchanle available for 1990-91) and 
rcport to NPC in its next meetinl. NPC funher desired tbat 
purchuel be made so that material arrived latest by mid-March 1991. 
Out of tbe Offers received against the tender floated on 7.1.91 which 
closed on 14.1.91. order for import of 2000 MT was placed on 
Mis. China National Pulp " Paper Import-Export Corporation, 
Beizing (Chint). There wa no departure in the said purchase u NPC 
bad dclclated1luthority to STC to make purchucs. u mentioned 
UqllO'." 

5.6 Asked further whether any member of NPC object to the departure 
from the practice at the meetin. of NPC hcld on 20.2.91, STC Itated in a 
written reply u notcd below: 
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"The NPC on 20.2.91 while fIOti.U placement of trial order for 2000 
NTs on China National Pulp I,d Paper Corporation, expressed 
satisfaction that China, a proximate source had ~n opened up at 
comparatively lower price than traditional suppliers and that freight 
'" voyale period would be comparatively less. Further, the Commit-
tee expressed satisfaction with the test reports of Chinese samples. 
The Committee did not raise any objection but only decided that trial 
order should preferably be for about 1000 MTs only in future, and 
that maximum quantities available may be considered from telted 
Chinese suppliers. "r-

5.7 Asked the reasons for placing orders with CNPPC, China at higher 
rates and the extra expenditure incurred by STC, in a written reply STC 
stated as follows: 

"The order on CNPPC, China for supply of 2000 MT standard 
newsprint was placed at FOB price of US SSOO PMT from Chinese 
port of Dalian to Bombay. The CIF price in this deal worked out to 
US S 579.75 PMT. There has been some error in indicating OF price 
of US S 619 PMT, which was based on supplier's offer to supply 
either at US S SOO PMT FOB or US S 614 H L' c&F. To their CNF 
offer of US S 614, insurance clement @ 0.8250/0 was added, makin, 
the CIF price as US S 619 PMT. However, the import had been made 
at US S SOO PMT FOB. The freight paid was US S 75 PMT. 

From the above, it would be seen that no extra expenditure was 
incurred by STC." 

5.8 Another tender was Doated on 1st February, 1991 for newsprint. The 
NPC at its meetin, held on 20.2.1991 approved and in pursuance of NPC 
decisions purchase orders were made from the following firms from China: 

(i) Mis. Guanadonl Stationery '" Spornnl goods Import ""Export 
Corporation for 1000 MTs at USS 494.40 PMT FOB (triat order) 

(ii) Mis. China National Pulp'" Paper Corporation for 10,000 MTs at 
US S 510 PMT FOB shipment in Marchi April, 1991. 

5.9 This was followed by another tender for newsprint on 26.2.1991. The 
NPC approved offers received on 20.3.1991 and placed an order for 6000 
MTs from China National Pulp'" Paper Corporation, at a price of US S 
614.30 PMT aionpith bank charles. This order, however, was subject to 
approval of samples from Kwangchow Mill, China. 

'1 ~ •. 

5.10 When the Committee wanted to know as to when the 4ii"aotity of 
.., MY contracted with Kwangchow Mills was received, the quality 
MlCCptable to tbe industry and complaints, if any, from actual uacrl, the 
STC stated in written reply as follows: 
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"STC placed following ord~J'S after approval of NPC in various 
meetings for import of Chir..eSe neWsprint manufactured by the mills 
indicated against ea<:h: . 

Contract Ordered Mills Naine 'Shipment Schedule 
No. Date Oty.(MT) 

1. 21.1.91 2,000 Jilin March 91 

2. 21.1.91 10,000 -do- March-Sept 91 
3. 22.3.91 6,000 Kwangchow May-June 91 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

14.5.91 8,800 -do- June-Sept 91 

-do- 1,000 Qiqihar July-August 91 

-do- 1,000 Nanping June-July 91 
-do- 6,000 Jilin Aug-Sept 91 

34,809 

The quantity of 6,000 MT from Kwangchow mill was shipped in June 
and July in 2 lots instead of original shipment schedule of May and 
June 91. The shipments arrived during July and August 1991. The 
number of complaints were equal to the number of approvals. the 
industry representatives on the NPC had also recommended this 
purchase. " 

5.11 It is observed that meeting of NPC was called on 30.3.1991 to 
purchase newsprint to meet the requirement for the General Elections in 
May 1991 after extending offers of Canadian & Scandinivian suppliers upto 
1.'.91 against tenders of 26.2.91. 

S.l:l When asked further the reasons for extending the offers of the 
Canadian & Scandinivian suppliers only against the tender of 26.2.91 and 
convening of a special meeting of NPC on 30.3.91, the STC stated that the 
special meeting of NPC was necessitated because of Government's direc-
tive to procure election quota requirements and backlog requirements in 
addition to normal import plan allocation of 75,000 MT during the quarter 
April-June 1991. The NPC approved purchases of only 43,500 MT on 
20.3.91 and the balance of 30,000 MT was covered in the NPC meeting 
held on 30.3.91 and therefore, STC got extended the offers of the 
Canadian and "Scandinivian suppliers. 

5.13: MIs. Guangdong Stationery & Sporting Goods Import & Export 
Corporation, China was given a trial order of only 1000 MTs. The Dainik 
Jagran had certified grammage of 48.8 GSM on 19.3.1991 and 52 GSM on 
20.3.1991. The NPC desired that STC may examine the matter further and 
report to NPC in its next meeting. 
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5.14 A delegation comprising offici;ds from the China National Pulp & 
Paper Corporation,. China, it. rep~a.tive in India and the first 
Secretary (Commetcla!), The Embassy ~ft'!11l1a in India visited STC office 
on 4th April. 1991' and pcJd discussiorB-' with officers in the Newsprint 
division & Associat.~ FinlUlce headed by Shri R.K. Vachher. Executive 
Director. The delegarion expJ:csscd its wilingness to arrange supplies upto 
50,000 MT during the year. In respect of the 2000 MT contract with 
CNPPC, it was agreed that lot-wise inspection certificate would be issued 
by the supplier (Mill concerned) and the Chinese Government Inspection 
Bureau would issue the same for the entire quantity shipped. STC agreed 
to amend the tt sauitably. 

5.15 A delegation of Members of the Newsprint Purchase Committee led 
by Shri ~.K. Vachher, Executive Director (Newsprint), STC visited China 
between 28th April to 5th May. 1991. In addition Shri Ashok Mitra 
leading publisher and Member INS, Shri A.K. Sud. local representative of 
CNPPC and Mr. Li. the first Secretary in Embassy of China in India also 
accompanied the delegation. The delegation visited Newsprint mills at 
Kwangchow Mills, Jilin Paper Mills and bad a number of meetings with 
different officials of CNPPC. The delegation also visited the Office of 
Nanfang Daily Newspaper. 

5.16 A Memorandum of Understanding with CNPPC of China was 
signed at Beijing to import 40,000 MT of newsprint per year from China 
before the visit concluded. 

5.17 The NPC members who visited China briefed the Committee about 
the visit and the findings at its meeting on 13.5.1991. The Guangdong mill 
was manufacturing two qualities of newspriht-<me wa.~ termed offset 
quality standard newsprint which was bctter than the ordinary newsprint. 
The industry members of the Committee were of the view that only the 
bcttteT quality (offset quality) newsprint should be procured. The NPC also 
approved the MOU signed by STC with CNPPC. 

5.18 The NPC decided on 13.5.91 to purchase 16,800 MT Newsprint 
from CNPPC. China against the tender due on 8.5.1991 from four different 
mills viz. Jilin Mill (6,000 MT). Ouiqihar Mill (1000 MT), Nanping Mill 
(1,000 MT) and Kwangchow Mills (8.800 MT). 

5.19 A controversy was started perhaps by the established suppliers of 
newsprint about the quality of newsprint supplied by China at the time 
China was becoming a substantial source of supply for newsprint imports 
owing to the controlled prices and freight which are considerably low in 
comparison to the established sources in Canada and Scandinhit. STC also 
received representations from actual users for and against thc.quality of 
newsprint from China. This issue was also debated in INS. 

5.20 When the Committee wanted to know whether the established 
suppliers complained to STC in writing about the quality of Chinese 
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Newsprint and whether STC conducted any enquiry of }ts own or by 
odbide agencies and the findings ·thereof. The STC replied that none of 
the established suppliers or'~heit 'agents in India c~mplained in writing to 
STC about quality of Chinese Newsprint and that STC did not conduct any 
enquiry of its own to judge the correctness of the complaints. STC further 
stated that it did not think it advisable because decanalisation of import of 
newsprint from STC was imminent. 

5.21 The additional order for supply of newsprint from Kwangchow 
Mills, China to the tunc of 8800 MTs when placed before NPC for 
approval became controversial. Thc mill manufactured 2000 MT of 
newsprint and transported to the port of shipment to keep the schedule 
within the prescribed time limits. The NPC agreed to the shipment, the 
Director (Finance), STC opposed it on the ground that "}3,000 MTs of 
Chinese Newsprint was in stock and allottees arc reltktant to lift"and 
recorded his note of dissent in the meeting held on 30.12.1991 against the 
wishes of NPC. 

5.22 Ministry of Commerce asked STC to place the matter again before 
the NPC when the Chinese represented to it. so as to ensure a satisfactory 
resolution of the matter. This matter of dissent of Director (Finance) was 
again taken up by the NPC at its meeting on 21.1.1992 and a consensus 
was reached to drop the decision to take delivery of the 2000 MT of 
newsprint from the Kwangchow Mills, China. 

5.23 The Committee asked when the matter in respect of supplies of 
2000 MT of newsprint of Kwangchow Mills. China was again taken up by 
NPC. the STC in a written reply stated as notcd bcJow: 

"The matter came up before NPC mceting hcJd on 12.11.91 when 
after some discussions, NPC had decided to defcr this issue. 
The matter was again considered in NPC meeting held on 30.12.91 
when despite Director (Fin) I10t agreeing, NPC decided to go ahead 
with the proposal of placing order on CNPPC at US $ 350 PMT f.o.b. 
and place the note of dissent of Director (Fin) on record. It was also 
decided that the condition of material not being more than three 
months old be waived and an independent surveyor be appointed to 
certify the condition of the goods. 

This matter was re-considered in NPC meeting held on 21.1.92 when 
after dctailed discussions, the consensus was that there was no 
commercial justification for the proposed purchase." 

5.24 When asked further whether STC took delivery of 2000 MT 
newsprint of Kwangchow mill which was ready for shipment and the loss 
incurred, STC stated that in view of NPC decision on 21.1.92, STC did not 
place order for import of 2000 MT of newsprint and that since the goods 
were not imported, no loss was incurred by them. 
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5.25 In No~cmber. 1992 ~TC still had stocks of 3181 MoTs of newspI't'nt 
of the canalisatiort days and moving of Jt6cJ;'s in 1992 was slow due to 
falling prices in the m'ar~ets. 

5.26 When the Committee wanted to. know the manner in which the 
buffer stocks available with STC at the beginning of November, 1992 werc 
disposed of and the loss/gain made in the disposal of stocks, the STC in 
written reply slated as under: 

"The huffer stock as at the beginning of November, 1992 was sold 
to actual users againsl tender. 

On the 1st of April. 1992, on decanalisation of newsprint. STC was 
carrying at Calculla a stock of 1,410 MT of 22 inches width Chinese 
Standard Newsprint and 3.804 MT of CSWIHSW Glazed Newsprint. 
As the world prices had gone down stocks were nbl lifted by users. 
These stocks were sold by tender and STC suffered a loss of about 
Rs. 1.5 ero[(~s in this sale." 



fi*. 
VI. Atnan Exports Case 

6.1 A Study Group of Committee on Public Undertakings headed by 
Shri Madan Lal Khurana was constituted in November, 1992 to examine 
in depth the cases rclating to import of Newsprint by STC. When the 
cases relating to import of newsprint was under consideration of the 
Study Group and when the position of STC's officials becatnevulnerable 
a news item appearcd in the Financial Express on 20.11.1992 Onder the 
caption "Will Antulay succeed in squeezing STC" making a reference to 
the STe's contract with M1. Afnan Exports for export of Alphonso 
mangoes. A copy of the news item was placed before the Stuey Group 
by its Convener, at its sitting held on 24.11.1992. 

6.2 The Study Group felt that the news item casts aspersion on the 
working of the Committee on Public Undertakings as the Committec's 
examination of import of newsprint by STC is independent of extraneous 
considerations. The Study Group felt that the timing of leaking the 
information which became' a news item obviously tantamounts to 
pressurising the Committee which is enquiring into some of the grave 
irregularities in the import deals of STC. The Study Group decided 
unanimously that their displeasure and unhappiness in th1s matter should 
be placed on record. They resolved to continue their cxaminationoLthe 
subject in the same spirit irrespective of publication of this ncws_.~ 
The Study Group felt that the publication of this news item amountslOa 
breach of privilcge. . 

6.3 The full Committee chaired by Shri V. Narayanasamy 4lt' its sitting 
held on 31.3.1993 drew attention of CMD. STC to the publication of the 
above news itcm. In order to study the facts of the case which appeared 
. m ,'the news item, the Committee directed that STC should furnish all 
~rds, files & documents relating to the deal. . 

6.4 It is observed from the information furnished by STC that 
Mis. Afnan Exports were enrolled as associate suppliers of STC and an 
agreement was signed on 13.2.1991 for export of 500 tonnes of Alphonso 
Mangoes between 15th April. 1991 and 31st May, 1991. 

6.5 AcCording to STC. against 500 tonnes of mangoes proposed to be 
exported ~. Afnan could supply only about 2.5 tonnes of Alphonso 
mangoes and the supplier was unable to supply even the initial trial 
consignment in conformity with the rcquircd standardli andquaJity. It is 
obsc"td from the information furnished by the Ministry that the then 
Executive Director of STC informed the then Commerce Minister that 
the packaging and quality of Alphonso mangoes supplied by tMi. Afnan 
Exports were found to be excellent and to the satisfaction of foreign 
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buyerslcustomers and the then Minister of. Commerce hid ordered that the 
dispute be- settled by negotiations. _ ~~ 

6.6 tM;. Afnan is stated to have made a claim of Rs. 85 lakhs on 
account of loss from contracts, packaging and other small expenditure and 
another Rs. 70 lakhs as consequential loss. STC has reportedly denied and 
refused the alleged claims. tM; Afnan has been stressing that the case be 
referred to arbitration for settlement. 

6.7- T~ Committee asked whether STC inspected the infrastructure of 
Afnan Exports and such other relevant requisite material which need to be 
examined & tcsted before contract is entered into by. any PSU before 
finalising the contract. During the oral evidence Chairman, STC replied 
that STC did not inspect on their own but simply relied on the solvency 
certificate provided by Bank of Baroda signcd by its Chairman Shri Sha-h 
and also that no inspection was done by STC on the capability of the 
enterprise executing the contract. 

6.8 Asked whether STC conducted any inspection with regard to quality 
of mangocs, during oral evidence Chairman, STC replied: 'Yes'. 

6.9 On the question of assistance STC given to small entrepreneurs 
desirous of exporting their products, the representative of STC replied that 
in case of small firms in the field of sports goods and leather goods, STC 
imports raw material and provides working capital and then exports their 
products. 

6.10 From the information furnished by the Ministry of Commerce the 
Committee finds that in January, 1991 one of the then ruling party 
Members of Parliament had brought it to the notice of the then Minister of 
Commerce the case of Afnan stating that: 

"Paradoxically, what STC does not want to do, it expects s~ firms 
like Afnan to do; STC cannot place firm order of one! thousand 
tonnes (without even advance paymant) on 'Afnan' but STC expects 
'Afnan' place orders for 510 thousand tonnes on" the growers and 
small local traders (with lakhs of rupees by way of advance payment). 
STC still claims to do all in its power to hclp, encourage exports to 
earn foreign exchange for the State." . 

The then Minister of Commerce in response to the letter of Member of 
Parliament stated that: 

"STC is in the process of entering into a firm procurement arrange-
JIlcnt with them for the forthcoming Alphonso mango season." 

6.10 (i) During oral evidence when asked Whether Afnan Exports asked 
for arbitration in this case and STCs response thereto, the Chairman STC 



replied that STC :was against arbitration and it is not· the practice of havinl 
arbitration clause~n respect of"'~hable items STC also consulted its legal 
authorities in thi;'. regard. Subseqacnt arbitration does not arise because 
the goods (perishable items) will not be there. 

6.11 The Committee on Public Undcrtakings (1992-93) in their Ninth 
Report on 'Litigations pending for settlement in Public Undertakings' had 
recommended as' under: 

"The Committee arc, of the firm opinion that in all future contracts! 
agreements a clause for arbitration must be included unless there nre 
strong . and compelling reasons for not including the same. Besides 
they also recommend that 'in all existing contracts/agreements where 
there is no clause for ,arbitration. the arbitration clause should be 
deemed to exist unless the other private partylindividual refuscd t.o 
refer the same to conciliatiownegotiation or arbitration. It is "also 
recommended that in all such cases the dispute should be referred to 
Indian Council of Arbitration for conciliation/negotiation within a 
period of one month, failing which thc same be referred to 
arbitration by the Indian Council for Arbitration for making an award 
within a period of six to nine months unless the contract/agreement 
expressly prohibits recourse to conciliation/arbitration." 

". 
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VD. Ge,*ral 

7.1 The Study Group, Committee on Public Undertakings in its sitting 
held on 24.11.92 noted the recommendations contained in the report of the 
previous Committee on Public Undertakings (1989-90) in the context of 
undue favours shown by STC to a firm called Mi; Haria Exports and the 
action taken by STC on the recommendation of the Committee. It was 
observed that inspite of CBI's observations in its report dated 29.6.1992 
that there is sufficient material for launching prosecution against 
six managers and departmental action against two officials in respect of 
~. Haria Exports. STC appears to be'scuttling the case by taking a stand 
that it would be very difficult to establish that there was any criminal 
conspiracy in the matter. 

7.2 The Committee pointed out that the ED (Vigilance) has recom-
mended in his report that the Marketing Division should be restructured. 
Inspite of the fact that import of newsprint had remained canalised through 
STC for nearly two decades, the Markcting Division had somc inherent 
deficiencies on account of which it failed to discharge its functions 
efficiently. When asked the reasons for not taking corrective measures, the 
STC in a written reply stated as undcr: 

"The Exccutive Director (Vigilance) in his report on Meteor case and 
the Universal case had suggested a number of corrective measures to 
avoid such recurrences in future. The recommendations in the Meteor 
case were made on 26,2.92 while the newsprint purchase. was 
decanaliscd on 31.3.92. The suggestions in the report were placed 
bcfqre the STC Board also. However. in the changed circumstances 
of decanalisation. the Corporation is in the process of rcworkin~ its 
strategy. " 

7.3 The Committee noted that in the 60th Report or STC, the ~us 
Committee on Public Undertakings (1989-90) had desired that in order to 
improve the work culture of the organisation, STC should get rid of at 
least such officials who have been found gUilty by CIneVc of serious 
charges of criminal conspiracy or causing financial loss to tbe Government 
of India. The Committee had desired to know the concrere action taken 
against Shri K.C. Hazarika, Chief Marketing Manager and Shri B.N. Rao, 
G.M .. who were found guilty by CBI of criminal conspira~ in separate 
cases. Asked what action has since been taken by STC on these 
recommendations of the Committee, the STC stated in a writt~~ply as 
follows: . , '. 

"During the last II/:! years the STC. in compliance of the instructions 
of the 60th Report of the Committee on Public Undertakings, has 
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made concerted efforts to eliminate persons who are found at fault 
and were of doubtful integrity. Shri Jayanta Sen, incharge of Middle. 
East· operations of STC at leddah was summarily dismissed on 
April 19, 1991 as a result of a report from Executive Director 
(Vigilance). 

Shri Sampath Kumar. Chief Marketing Manager of the STC in 
New York was also removed from services on 3.7.1991 as a result of 
an inquiry by ED (Vig.). Shri Dipanker Roy, incharge of STC 
operations in Far East was recaJled on a report from ED (Vig.) and 
is absconding at present. A police case has been registered ag~inst 
him to recover our dues. The departmental action is also being taken 
in absentia against him. Branch Manager of London Office. 
Shri H.L. Kabra was also recalled prematurely on a report from ED 
(Vig.) and departmental action was taken against him. He has now 
left the STC. Shri Surinder Kumar. Branch Manager of Frankfurt 
office ",charge of STC's operations in Western Europe and Nort~ 
Africa, was recalled and departmental action is being taken against 
him. ED (Vig.) also reported against one of STC's Senior Director, 
Shri R.S. Bakshi for certain acts of omissions and commissions and 
Shri Bakshi resigned from ·STC. ED (Vig.) recommended a CBI 
inquiry against Shri P. C~akraborty. formerly the Branch Manager of 
London Branch for his omissions and commissions during his London 
posting. The Ministry of Commerce, however, recommen~ed drawal 
of departmental action against him. which is in progress. 
Shri Chakraborty has resigned from services of the Corporation but. 
the same has not been accepted on account of the pending depart~ 
mental action. 

In addition the CMD constituted a Committee in July 1991- to weed 
out managers of doubtful integrity and nominated ED (Vig.) 'as the 
presenting officer before the Committee and three other Directors as 
Members. This Committee recommended compulsory retirement of 
~\'en senior managers which was approved by the Chairman on 
30.7.92 and they were compulsorily retired. Shri K.C. Hazarika, 
Chief Marketing Manager, who was found gUilty by the CBI WM also 
punished in departmental proceedings against him and he haS' now 
left the STC. Shri B.N. Rao, General Manager is being pros~uted 
by the CBI in the court. Four more senior managers (out of which 
two, viz. Mr. B.R. Mina and Mr. S. Kumar are under suspension and 
two retired) are facing court cases. In addition, a large number of 
lower functionaries were punished in several ways. A largcAumber of 
STComployees numbering five hundred opted for VRS on account of 
these stringent measures." 

7.4 The Committee had also noted (Rec. 16) in the above mentioned 
report that inspjte of the findings of Vigilance Division that unduefa~urs 
were sbown to MS. Haria Exports, DO action had been taken against any 
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of the dealing officers. The Committee were informed in the action taken 
reply that the question of placing the officers involved under suspension is 
to be considered on receipt of the report on investigations being conClucted 
by CBI. Asked when the CBI submitted its rcport rcgarding this case the 
dctails of findings/recommcndations of CBI and the action taken on those 
found guilty. in a written rcply the STC stated as follows: 

"The CBI has recommended, prosecution of 6 managers in 
Haria Exports case and departmcntal action against two managers. 
The CBI rcport which was received in June this year was examined 
carefully by the Legal Division and it was found that there were not 
sufficient reasons to sanction prosecution of these managers on the 
basis of the evidence collect cd by the CBI so far. The matter has 
been referred back to the CBI for their reconsideration and to the 
CVC for their consideration of these additiOnal facts given to them. 
Suitable action will be taken as and when CBI's fresh recommenda-
tions arc receivcd. Thc Ministry of Commerce has also been kept 
informed in the matter." 

7.5 Whcn asked the reasons for referring back the case to CBIICVC for 
reconsideration and the additional facts given to CBIICVC. the STC in a 
written reply stated as follows: 

"Letter No. 3/21(A)189-Bombay dated' 29.6.92 from DIG, CBI. 
Bombay. forwarding SP's report in a case against Shri R.M. Parate. 
DMM. STC and others and requesting inter-alia sanction for prosecu-
tion against Shri R.M. Parate & others. was received. It is a 
requirement of law that the competent authority before according 
sanction for prosecution shall satisfy himself on the basis of oral and 
documentary evidence available on record!; that the offence. has been 
committed by the officials for which sanction is being sought. 
Accordingly. CBI report was examined in STC in consultation with 
Legal Division and it has been found that there is no substance ill the 
all,cgations. as brought out in the report that a conspiracy was 
hatched between Shri R.M. Parate & others to cause loss to STC and 
gains to Ws Haria Exports and others by intentionally delaying the 
distribution of quotas in showing undue favours to Ws. Haria 
Exports and others. The Central Vigilance Commission was also kept 
informed. 

CBI was requested to discuss the case with Director (Law) STC in 
case they did not agree with STC's point of view. They have not 
discussed with him so far." 

7.6 Asked further when the CBIICVC have submitted their fresh 
recommendations and the details of their findings and the action since 
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taken against guilty officials, in a written reply the STC have stated 
.Ill, uDder: 

"CBI vide their D.O. letter dated 16.2.93 to CMD, STC intimated 
that the decision in this case was taken by CBI in consultation with 
the Ministry of Law & Justice, Deptt. of Legal Affairs. New Delhi 
and their full opinion was received through DP&T. They further 
stated that if it is felt by the MinistrylDepartment that the facts of 
the case have not been fully appreciated or that some darifications 
are needed in the matter, the case could only be referred to the 
Ministr¥ of Law for further consideration. They also· stated that under 
the circumstances, it will be appropriate for STC to refer the matter 
to the Ministry of Law for further advice. We are in correspondencc 
with CBI to refer the matter. alongwith report of Legal Division of 
STC, to Ministry of Law for their final opinion in the matter." 

7.7 Asked the reasons for STC overruling the recommendations of CBI 
especially when the officials arc not of Board level. the Ministry of 
Commerce in a written reply stated as follows: 

"As intimated by STC, the report of the CBI in this case was 
received by the STC in June, 1992 requesting for sanction of 
prosecution against STC officials involved in this case. As the 
competent authority is required by law to satisf,y itself that the 
offence has been committed by the officials named, before accordiDg 
sanction for the prosecution, STC consulted its legal division. After 
examining the CBI report and in consultation with its10gal division. 
STC opined that there will! no ·substance in the allegation and 
conveyed their views to the CBI duly informing CVC. In Feb. 1993, 
CBI advised STC to refer the case to the Ministry of Law 'for 'further 
consideration and advice if similar clarifications were required. This is 
being processed by the STC." 

7.8 On the question of the procedure followed with rogard to follow up 
action on CBI report involving the Board Icvel officials, the Ministry of 
Comm~e have stated that in case of Presidential appointees on receipt of 
CBI report for prosecution, the comments of the CMD are called for 
where relevant. The report is examined in the context of the· comments 
and the case is processed in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
the Vigilance Manual and CVC is also consulted if felt necessary. 

7.9 Asked the reasons for not taking any action by the Ministry in 
respect of Board level employees found gUilty by C::BI, the Ministry in a 
written r9ply affirmed that action is to be taken by it and the same· practice 
was followed in respect of prosecution of Shri A. K. Sen a former 
Director-a Presidential. appointee and that the matter 'was referred to 
evc in November, 199'!t:llld further action would be talten on receipt of 
views of CVC.....,~ 



PART B 
RECOMMENDATIONS /CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMMI1TEE 

1. The Committee'. examJaatlon of Import of newlprint by STC has 
revealecllJ'OlS admlDlstntlve nqUcence, IJ"8ve IrreplarltJes, serious lapses 
ud malpradkes in the purchase of newsprint from forelp supplkrs. 
Contnet. of IleWlpriat purchases reaanlnl few .... 'cues are dealt with in 
the succeedinc paraan,hs. 

2. III one cae, SIC .tfred iDto a contract with VDlyersai Paper Export 
Ce., Ca .... a hiklaDy OIl It.3.91 tor sdpply or 5,000 MTs of Ilazed 
IIn'Iprint .... apinon IS.S.91 tor su"., at another 5,_ MTs glazed 
oeWIpI'iDt. The ftrst coulanmea. of about. lJ88 MIll of "oed newsprint 
I1IpItUtcI .,y the Universal Co. arrived at 80mlaay Port on 12.6.91. The first 
.... results of samples testetlin the *partmeatal laboratory III the 
Bombay CustcHu House was satisfactory. Customs however Issued a show 
dlUfIe DOtlce to STC on &be basis of subseq~nt test mulD of samples sent to 
the tbI'ee lUoratories whieb Indicated that the coodI did not tally with the 
declarations made in the Bills of Entry. At tJais stqe STC abandoned the 
c~ent. The retests conducted on the .irection of Bombay Rich Court 
at Supplier's IBtervention however revealed that tbe eoas1lnmeat conformed 
to tliedeclar ... s made. Even at this stage STC maJataintd their original 
decillion to abandon the goods. The total cost involved In this cae taking 
loto 8£count .U demands D' the supplier Is stated to be approx. as. 20 
crons. Tbe Committee are distressed to find that IwuWnc of this cBle by 
va rio.. organisations left much to be desired. 

3. The Committee are shocked to find that tbe decision taken by the 
Cbainaan " MI. Director of STC to abandon the IOOfIs supplied by 
UDlverial Co. was Dot preceded by any .ystematk: evaluation of the 
comm .. dal ud legalimplkatJons 'of all the options available to STC. The 
Com ..... aft-tlistreued tbat there .as failure on the part of the CMD to 
place this matter before the Board of Dlrecton and to obtain Its decision In 
a case s1lCb as this which involves not only crores or rupees but tbe imace of 
the couiatry as well. The circumstances of this case iDdlcated below clearly 
shows that there was unmistakable failure on the ,art of tbe CMD to 
exercise care and caution In decidlnK the course of action. 

- The fact that STC .. as satisfied about tbe correctness of the 
specifications contained in the preshipment inspectJon certlftcate or 
SGS who was an internationally reputed alency. 

- Substantial low price or the glazed newsprint suppUed by the 
Univenal Co. to break tbe cartel which ..... been eUstIn. for 10DI. 

43 
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.~ ._ Non-clearance, of the material under provisional duty bond-even 
. ~..aer the opinion of the solkltor Shrl PocbkbanwaUa, who had 

opined in clear terms that even If PDB Is furnished, STC still 
had the option to contest the case before the appellate authority 
In customs, faUlng which they could also 10' to the Supreme 
Court. 

- STC's knowledge about rival suppliers' motivated publicity 
campaign in the national press having lost the captive market. 

- 'Ale "lew of STC's Counsel that abandoning the goods will be 
burning the bridges and that automatically does not absolve STC 
from the lIabUlty. 

- That the newsprint supplied by Universal could not In any case 
be the expensive Light Weight Coated paper at the price at which 
STC had contracted the newsprint. 

The Committee are surprised to notice that STC did not think It 
proper though there was a \'alld ground for STC to contest the show 
cause notice and to get retest· of samples done by the customs. 

According to the Ministry of Commerce also, the case suffered because 
of Kross administrative neKliaence on the part of STC which acted in a 
totally irresponsible and unprofessional manner. The Committee are in 
agreement with the Ministry that by Inemclent handlin, of the cue STC 
has not only brought upon Itself considerable financial loss but also 
discredit to the country. In Committee's view, the CMD being bead of 
the Institution and responsible for taking all Important decisions himself 
is to be blamed. They do not appreciate the shifting of tbeburden on his 
part on to the omcers who are Junior to him. The Committee are of the 
firm view that safeguarding the commercial Interests of pubUc sector 
undertaking is the prime respon!iiblllty of the Chief Executive and any 
person who fails to discharge his duties in this regard has no .moral right 
to continue and more so when it is a commercial undertaking Uk.e STC. 

4. The Committee are also distressed at the role played b, l'be three 
laboratories in this case viz. (I) Central Revenue Control Laboratory. 
New Delhi, (ii) Indian Institute of Packaging, Bombay, and (10) Central 
Paper and Pulp Research Institute, Saharanpur. All the three laboratories 
initially reported that the samples tested by them did not conform to the 
declarations made in the Bill of Entry. When samples were sent again for 
retesting all the three laboratories surprisingly indicated that the goods 
conforDl to the specifications. Considering the test results at the nnt, 
third and fourth stages the Committee cannot but conclude. that there 
appeared to be a dennlte bias In the Initial test reports of these 
laboratories reasons. for wblcb are not known. What dismay. the Com-
mittee is that the Ministry of Finance (DcpU. of Revenue) have also not 
thouaht it fit to enquire into the reasons for contradictory test reports of 
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those three laboratories la'p11e of the fact that their orliInal test .~rts 
aecessitated seizure of cargo with inevitable consequences. :"rlj!t: :>" ,,' 

5. The customs and the Deptt. of Revenue have also not acquitted 
themselves creditably. It Is regrettable that the credentials of the informer 
was not verlfted nor the Information provided by him properly ascertained 
by the different wings of customs. The Revenue Secretary was frank enougb 
to admit that there was lack of coordination In this regard. Evidently, 
sufficient care and caution was not exercised nor the common sense used by 
the Deptt. of Revenue In this case even when the facts and circumstances of 
import of newsprint from Universal Co. were apprised bY' STC. The 
Committee find that this is a flt case which require a thorough probe to be 
made into the various aspects of the case without further loss of time. They 
recommend that the matter be referred to CBI and they be Intimated of the 
fact of such reference within 3 weeks from the date of presentation of this 
Report. 

6. The Committee's examination of Import of newsprint from 
Ws. Meteor Papers Ltd. London b,as brought out startling disclosures. The 
supplier had deliberatly misdeclared the origin of the goods as that of 
Hungarian instead of Romanian thereby causing misuse of foreign exchange 
to the extent of as much as over US Sone million. That the STC had not 
cared to verify the mill of origin before accepting the newsprint of 
Hungarian origin Indicates not only the serious lapse on the part of STC hut 
also collusion with the supplier. The manufacturer's certificates purportedly 
issued b~ Ws. Lignimpex were bogus and forged. The CQmmlttee note that 
on supplier's default to ship the quantity by the stipulated date, STC 
decided to cancel the contract for unshipped quantities and invoke the 
performance bank guarantees of the suppliers on 1.11.1991 amounting to 
US $ 6.44 lakhs. 

What is more disappointing is that CMD met the foreign supplier at his 
reside~e on 2.11.91 (i.e. holiday) and Issued orders that performance bank 
guarantee be deferred by four weeks and on Sunday the instructions to this 
effect. were sent to the bank. No senior officer from Finance was consulted 
in this regard. Urgency for taking such an important decision at his level 
without even placing the same before the Board speaks for itself. Release of 
payment was also ordered by CMD when Director (Finance) was away on 
tour for two days and It was only after ohJections were raised by Director 
(Finance) and then Minister of Commerc~ Intervened that the payment was 
stopped. The instructions in the letter of Secretary (Finance) were also 
ignored with Impunity. The Committee are constrained to observe that 
laking up such important decisions at his level without the matter being 
placed before the Board casts reflection on the intent and motive of the 
CMD. Besides, the arrest or Indian ship at ANTWERP (Belalum) not only 
loWered the prestige and imaae of the country but also resulted In erodinc 
the credibility of STC as an international tradlhl bouse. The Shipping 
Corporatloin of India lot the vessel released on furnishing indemnity bond 
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01 US4;,S 5.13 .. iOlon agalDst'ftC'1 bID ,value .of pS $ 3.49 mWion. This 
~ft8t. STC' arriving at a commercial settlement ·with the suppll~r 
which STC did. The Committee desire that the results"of t'bt CBI inquiry 
and actlon taken at each stage be Intimated to the Committee. 

7. The case relating to import of new print from FINNPAP reveals arave 
irregularities and malpractices besides the Irresponsibility exhibited by those 
at the helm of affairs. There were manipulations in the tabulation of tenders 
placed before Newsprint Purchase Committee (NPC) on l6 Odober, 1991. 
Apparently ,no control was exercised to check the correctness of information 
placed before the NPC. Nor did NPC bother about the details of 
information placed before it. The FlNNPAP was shown cbeaper by 31 cents 
as compared to the price of Kemmen),e. NPC expectedly decided in favour 
of FINNPAP for supply of 9,000 MTs plus 5,000 MTs (optional) of glazed 
newsprint. What irks the Committee more was that the option clause in this 
case was exercised on 30.11.91 with the explicit knowledge of declining 
prices. The order placed on exercising option clause was at the rate of 
US $ 609 PMT as against the prevailing market rate of US $ 500 PMT. The 
extent of irresponsibility displayed by those involved In this decision is not 
expected from any quarter. 

The order placed with FlNNPAP was subsequently canceUed. The 
committee understand that the CBI has registered a case in this reaard and 
is Investigating the malter. The Committee would like to Ie informed of the 
outcome of the CBI investigation and the action taken tbereon. 

8. The Committee find that in the case relating to Mis. Suka~ also there 
were serious irregularities such as failure to provide any contract for 
counter trade although Mis. Sukab had given a guarantee to this eft'ect, 
con¥ersion of rupee contract into Dollar contract and peg&ing the conver-
sion to STC's disadvantage by nearly 11%. The CBlls reportedly enquiring 
into this case also. 

9. The Committee feel that without CMD's tacit concurrence most of the 
shady deals which have been highlighted by the Committee in this report 
would not have fructified at aU. 

10. The Committee are of the firm view that the Government Directors in 
the Board of STC were not discharging their role effectively. It is their 
speciOc responsibility to effectively ad as the eyes, ears and hands of the 
Government, keep a close watcb on the performance of the undertaking and 
ensure timely corrective steps when and where called for. The Committee 
are disturbed to Ond that no cOplizance of the case was taken by the 
Commerce Ministry's representative on the Board in the wake of the 
controversies surrounding the Universal case. No detailed review of all the 
aspects of the transaction was, undertaken by the Ministry insplte of 11'055 
administrative aeaUaence on tbe part of CMD of STC. The Committee 
expect Commerce Ministry and their representatives in STC's Board not to 
be found wanting in the discharge of their duties In ruture. 
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J 1. When the Committee was In the,~ of the examination of this 
sordid affair relating to imPort of newsptGf&;t" STC, suddenly a news I~m 
.ppeared In tbepren' under the caption, "Will Aqtu'lay ,!004IIt In 
squeezing STC" ~klng a reference to STC's contract with Ws""Atban 
Exports for export of Alphonso Manpes. The Study Group which conll-
dered the news Item felt that since the news Item referred to the person of 
the Chairman, It In fact cast aspersion on the functioning of the Committee 
as a whole. The matter was placed before the fuD Committee which decided 
unanimously to ~II for all the DIes and papers from STC and Minl~ry of 
Commerce relating to this contract in order to ascertain the correctness of 
the facts of the news Item which was almost defamatory in nature. The 
Committee, on considering all relevant facts and studying all papers, 
documents and files received from STC and Commerce Ministry came to 
the conclusion that it is a clear case .which Involves a question of breach of 
privilege and therefore, needs to referred to the Committee on Privileges. 
However, the Committee felt that since the name of the Chairman of the 
Committee is involved, the Committee would rather drop the Idea to refer 
the matter to the Privileges Committee and be content with showing their 
utmost displeasure on such pressure tactics of STC. 

ll. The Committee's examination of this case reveals tbat Mis. Afnan 
Exports had been enrolled as associate suppliers of STC and an agreement 
was signed on 13.2.1991 for export of SOO tonnes of Alphonso mangoes. 
STC, however, failed to honour the contract on the plea that Mis. Afnan 
could supply only about 2.5 tOllnes (Two and half tonnes) of Alpbonso 
mangoes and Mis. Afnan was unable to supply even the Initial trial 
consignments In conformity with the required standard and quality. The 
Committee, however, find that the former Executive Director of STC bad 
informed the then Commerce Minister that the packaging and quality of 
Alphonso mangoes supplied by Mis Afnan Exports were found to be 
excellent and to the satisfaction of foreign buyers/customers. Mis. Afnan 
has since made a claim of Rs. 1.55 crores. Following STC's refusal to admit 
this claim Mis. Afnan has been pleading for arbitration of tbe case for 
settlement. The Committee in this connection refer to their recommendation 
made In the Ninth Report (1992-93) on 'Litigations pending for settlement in 
Public Undertakings' wherein the Committee had recommended that In all 
existing contracts/agreements where there Is no clause for arbitration, tbe 
arbitration should be deemed to exist and that In all sucb cases the dispute 
should be referred to Indian Council of Arbitration for conciliation! 
negotiation within a period of one month failing which the same be referred 
to arbitration by the Indian Council of Arbitration for making an award 
within a period of six to nine months unless tbe contract/agreement 
expressly prohibits recours~ to reconciliation or arbitration. Tbe Committee, 
therefore desire that tbe disp.ute regarding Mis. Arnan Exports sbould be 
settled first by negotiation as was directed by the then Minister of 
Commerce in June 1991 failing which It be referred to Indian Council of 
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Arbitration where eminent Judges/Jurists are OD the panel. The Committee 
would like to. be Infonned of tbe action taken In tbis regard within a month. 

l~. The Committee on Publk Undertaklnp (1989-90) laad observed that 
insp.·of Vigilance findinls that undue favours were shown to MIs. Haria 
Exports, no action had been taken against any of the dealing omcers of 
STC. The CDI which investigated this case observed in its report dated 
29.6.92 that there is sufficient material for launching prosecution against six 
managers and departmental action against two omcials in respect of 
Mis. Haria Exports. STC however appears to be scuttling the case by 
taking a stand that there were not sufficient reasons to sandion prosecution 
of these managers on the basis of the evidence collected by the CDI. It 
appears to the Committee that the top hierarchy of STC is trying to shield 
the corrupt officials by th,varting prosecution apinst the latter for whatever 
reasons. The Committee' would urge that no time should be lost in taking 
prosecution proceedinls against those found guilty by CDI and suitable 
departmental action should be taken alainst the other officers aiso 
immediately. ' 

NEW DELIII; 

April 29, 1993 

Vauakha 9, 1915 (Saka) 

A.R. ANTULA Y. 
Chairman, 

Committee on Public Undertakings. 
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